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CLASSES OF NONABELIAN, NONCOMPACT, 
LOCALLY COMPACT GROUPS 

T. W. PALMER* 

1. Introduction. A great deal is known about locally compact abe-
lian groups and about compact groups. Frequently the same result has 
been proved in both cases. Thus it is natural to look for a common 
generalization of these two quite different hypotheses—abelian and 
compact. This article surveys the literature on this idea. In some re
spects it may be regarded as an extension and updating of the second 
part of the important paper by Grosser and Moskowitz [23]. However, 
it is only meant to provide orientation in this subject, and thus in order 
to simplify the presentation we frequently do not quote results in their 
maximum generality. We will also omit most proofs. The extensive bib
liography and detailed references to it, will allow the reader to find 
these when he wishes. At the same time we will try to explain enough 
to keep the formal prerequisites to a minimum. An acquaintance with 
the simplest facts about locally compact groups and convolution multi
plication in their L1-group algebras and about operator algebras on Hil
bert space is all that is needed. We will use some standard results from 
[31] § 5 without comment. 

In this article locally compact groups are always assumed to satisfy 
the Hausdorff separation axiom. The identity element of a group is usu
ally denoted by e. We use Z, R, C, T to denote the sets of integers, 
real numbers, complex numbers, and complex numbers of modulus 1 re
spectively, with their usual structures as topological groups or rings, 
etc. 

The paper is organized as follows. § 2 contains definitions together 
with sufficient comments to orient the reader. More complete com
ments and more detailed references for all these matters are contained 
in § 4. § 3 contains four diagrams summarizing the known inclusions 
among the twenty classes which we discuss fully. These diagrams give 
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the inclusions which hold when considering: (1) general locally compact 
groups, (2) almost connected groups, (3) connected groups and, (4) dis
crete groups. The diagram for compactly generated groups is also de
scribed. § 4 contains detailed references and comments about the 
twenty classes considered. § 5 contains miscellaneous comments about 
other classes which have been considered, duality theorems and related 
matters. 

The bibliography is fairly comprehensive for papers dealing with 
conditions on locally compact groups which are common to compact 
and abelian groups. The main exceptions are some papers cited in 
Greenleaf [19], Grosser and Moskowitz [23] or Montgomery and Zippin 
[87]. These are omitted since it is assumed that these sources will be at 
hand when the present notes are consulted. Also a number of related 
papers which focus mainly on Lie groups, or Mackey's theory of in
duced representations have been omitted. 

Index of Classes 
Symbol 

[A] 
[Am] 
[CCR] 
[C*CR] 
[Chu] 

'[CR] 
[C*SSS] 
[D] 
[EB] 
[F] 
[FC]-
[FD]-
[FIA]-
[Her] 
[IN] 
[K] 
[MAP] 
[Moore] 
[Mur] 
[NF] 
[Nil] 
[PG] 
[SIN] 
[SSS] 

Name 

Abelian 
Amenable 
Completely Continuous Representation 
C*-algebra Completely Regular 
Chu duality 
Completely Regular 
C*-algebra Strongly Semi-Simple 
Discrete 
Exponentially Bounded 
Finite 
Topologically Finite Conjugacy class 
Topologically Finite Derived group 
Topologically Finite Inner-Automorphism 
Hermitian 
Invariant Neighborhood 
Compact 
Maximally Almost Periodic 
Moore 
Murakami 
No uniformly discrete Free subsemigroup 
Nilpotent 
Polynomial Growth 
Small Invariant Neighborhood 
Strongly Semi-Simple 

PAGE 

696 
695, 729 
691, 722 

733 
731 

692, 729 
733 
696 

695, 721 
696 

689, 707 
688, 705 
689, 703 
692, 727 
689, 718 

696 
692, 712 
691, 709 

731 
696, 728 

696 
695, 719 
689, 716 
692, 703 
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[r j 
[T2] 
[Tak] 
[Taub] 
[Type I] 
[Type T] 
[Um] 
[V] 
[W] 
[WW] 
[Z] 

7\ primitive 
T2 primitive 
Takahashi 
Tauberian 
Type I 
Type T 
Unimodular 
Vector 
Wiener 

ideal 
ideal 

Weakly Wiener 
Central 

space 
space 

726 
733 

692, 701 
704, 732 
691, 724 

734 
688, 727 

696 
732 
732 

688, 700 

2. Definitions of the classes, Discrete groups are locally compact 
groups according to the definition, but obviously the topology of a dis
crete group offers no help in studying the group. Thus if we are going 
to successfully use topological considerations to study locally compact 
groups we must make some restriction on them. The most powerful re
striction is to assume that the group is connected (as a topological 
space). This obviously rules out discrete groups (except the trivial 
group) and it also obviously rules out the existence of proper open sub
groups. (If G contains such a subgroup H then the left cosets of H in
clude different components.) Note that a group has a proper open nor
mal subgroup if and only if it has a nontrivial discrete quotient group. 

A weaker condition than connectedness is usually enough to ensure 
that the topology plays a significant role in the structure of a group. 
Given a locally compact group G the connected component of G con
taining the identity of G is easily seen to be a closed normal subgroup 
which we will always denote by G0. The quotient group G/G0 is total
ly disconnected, (i.e., all its connected components are singletons). A 
group is called almost connected if G/G0 is compact. This rules out all 
discrete groups except finite ones. It is also obvious that any open sub
group of an almost connected group must have finite index and any dis
crete quotient group of an almost connected group must be finite. 

A group G is said to be compactly generated if there is some com
pact set K which generates G in the sense that G satisfies 
G = U*= 1 K

n where Kn - {xtx2 • • • xn : x;. E K). If G is an almost 
connected locally compact group and W is a compact neighborhood of 
the identity then H = U^_ 1 (WUW~ 1 ) n has nonvoid interior and 
hence is an open subgroup. Hence the compact group G/G0 can be 
written as the union of finitely many left cosets of H/G0 Therefore G 
is generated by the compact set ( Uj=1xfcW) U (U^_1xÄ;W)~1 for a 
suitable choice of {xvx2, • • - , *„} . Hence "compactly generated" may 
be considered as a very weak type of connectedness condition. 
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We will need the concept of group extensions. If N and H are 
groups, the Cartesian product N X H is again a group under pointwise 
operations. A group G is isomorphic to N X H iff it contains normal 
subgroups N and H isomorphic to N and H respectively and satisfying 
G = NH and N H H = {e}. Such a group G is called a direct product 
of AT and //. More generally if <p is a homomorphism of H into the 
group of automorphisms of N, then the set N X H becomes a group de
noted by N XyH when multiplication is defined by 

ym> n2 E N; 
(n1? feurig, h2) = (n19(Ä1)(n2), h ^ ) . 

\hvh2^H. 

A group G is isomorphic to N X^H for some homomorphism cp iff it 
contains a normal subgroup A/ and a subgroup Ä isomorphic to N and 
JFf respectively and satisfying G = NH and NO H = {e}. In this case <p 
is defined by 

<p(h)(n) = hnh-1 Vn G N; Vh G H. 

Such a group G is called the semidirect product of 2V and H defined by 
(p. Both of these examples are special cases of an extension of a group 
N by a group H and in fact semidirect products are sometimes called 
split extensions. A group G is defined to be an extension of N by H iff 
it contains a normal subgroup N isomorphic to N and such that G/N is 
isomorphic to H. Thus G is an extension of N by H iff there is a short 
exact sequence. 

{e}^N-+ G— H— {e}. 

We denote such an extension by writing G ~ A/** where the notation is 
obviously not completely explicit. (Some authors would call this an ex
tension of H by N, but we will use the indicated terminology.) All these 
notions apply to topological groups when obvious topological condi
tions are added to their statement. In particular we require N and H to 
be closed and require the maps in the short exact sequence of an exten
sion to be continuous and open onto their images. See [153] for further 
details on semidirect products. 

There is a deep connection between locally compact groups and Lie 
groups which we wish to mention briefly. Consider first a connected to
pological group G which has a neighborhood of the identity which is 
homeomorphic to an open set W in Rn. Left translation by y (i.e., 
x —• yx) is a homeomorphism which maps the identity element onto y. 
Thus any point in G has a neighborhood homeomorphic to W ç R " . 
This is the defining property of a locally Euclidean space or a topolo-
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gical manifold. Topological manifolds are often described by giving a 
set M, a family {Ma : a E A} of subsets of M which cover M, and a 
collection of injections ca : Ma —* Rn so that ca(Ma) is open for each 
a E A and the map cß ° c a

- 1 is a homeomorphism on its domain for 
each a9 ß E A. Then a topology on M can be defined by declaring a 
subset N Q M to be open iff ca(N" fi Ma) is open for each a E A. A 
function / : M —> R will be continuous iff / ° c a

_ 1 is continuous for each 
a. It makes sense to ask whether all the maps cß ° ca

_1 are differen
t i a t e ( = C1)i or C00, or analytic (i.e., have convergent Taylor series 
around each point). When one of these conditions holds we say that M 
is a C1-manifold, a C°°-manifold or an analytic manifold, respectively. 
We will get a valuable theory if we define / : M —* R to be differen
t ia te , C00 or analytic iff / ° ca~

x has the corresponding property for 
each a E A. 

A modern version of Hubert's fifth problem asks whether any locally 
Euclidean connected topological group is in fact an analytic manifold 
in which multiplication and inversion (i.e., x —» x-1) are analytic func
tions (in an obvious sense which we will not bother to explain). Such an 
object is called a connected Lie group. A topological group G will be 
called a Lie group if G0 is open and G0 is a connected Lie group. Thus 
every Lie group is the extension of a connected Lie group by a discrete 
group. In some ways Lie groups are the nicest kind of locally compact 
groups. 

The truth of this version of Hubert's fifth problem was first proved 
by the joint work of Gleason, Montgomery and Zippin in 1952 (see 
Montgomery and Zippin [87] and also the article of Gluskov [17]). A 
key to the proof was the idea of locally compact groups without small 
subgroups. A group is said to have no small subgroups iff there is a 
neighborhood of its identity, e, which includes no subgroup except {e}. 
Gleason (1952) and Yamabe (1953) showed that a connected locally 
compact group is a Lie group if and only if it has no small subgroups. 

Yamabe (1953) also proved that if G is an almost connected locally 
compact group then every neighborhood of the identity contains a 
compact normal subgroup K such that G/K is a Lie group. Thus the 
set./7 of compact normal subgroups of G such that G/K is a Lie group 
is directed by reverse inclusion. Hence we may write G as a projective 
limit of Lie groups 

G = lim G/K 

(i.e., if we let <pK : G —* G/K and <pKH : G/K —* G/H be the natural 
maps for H,K E J* with H D K then the map *—•(••-, cp^x), • • •) 
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(for all x E G) defines a homeomorphic isomorphism of G onto the sub
group P = \im_KeyG/K of I I x & / > G/K defined by the condition 

VKÀVK) = VH f o r !/ = ( • • • > ! / # • • • ) G n X G ^ G / K and for H,K £_/> 
with H D K). 

We will give other conditions below that ensure that a locally com
pact group is the projective limit of Lie groups. Many properties of a 
projective limit of Lie groups are shared by, or inherited from (depen
ding on one's viewpoint), all its approximating Lie groups G/K with 
K E . / 7 . Hence Lie group theory can be brought to bear on questions 
about locally compact groups. 

Before we leave the discussion of Lie groups we will mention the 
idea of the radical of a group which plays so important a role in Lie 
group theory. Iwasawa (1948) [44] showed that any connected locally 
compact group G contains a connected normal solvable subgroup which 
includes all other connected normal solvable subgroups. This subgroup 
is called the radical of G and denoted by G r ad . A group is called semi-
simple iff its radical is trivial and radical iff it equals its radical. The 
radical of a locally compact group G is always closed and G/Grad is al
ways semi-simple. Moskowitz [93] has shown that a connected locally 
compact group is semi-simple if and only if it is the projectice limit of 
connected semi-simple Lie groups. Similarly G r a d = (Gz)0 (where Gz is 
the center of G) if and only if G is the projective limit of connected re
ductive Lie groups. 

We will now describe some nice conditions satisfied by both compact 
groups and locally compact abelian groups. From now on we make the 
convention that "group" means "locally compact group". Left Haar 
measure on the group will be denoted by X. A group is said to uni-
modular iff its left Haar measure equals its right Haar measure. The 
class of such groups is denoted by [Urn], 

The following conditions relate to structural properties of the groups. 
In each case we give a symbol for the class of groups satisfying the giv
en condition. Each of the properties which have symbols containing an 
F and a (~) is the generalization of a finiteness condition on non-
topological groups obtained by replacing the condition that a set be fi
nite by the condition that the closure of the set be compact. A little 
thought will show that all compact and all abelian groups have these 
properties. 

[Z] Central groups = Groups G such that G/Gz is compact 
where Gz is the center of G. 

[FD]~ Topologically Finite Derived subgroup groups — Groups G 
with G'~ compact where G' is the derived subgroups, i.e., 
G' = group generated by {xyx~1y~1 • x, y E G} . 
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[FIA]"" Topohgically Finite Inner Automorphism groups = Groups 
such that the closure of the set of inner automorphisms in 
the set of all homeomorphic automorphisms with its natural 
topology is compact. (See [125] and [157] concerning the 
topology of Aut(G).) 

[FC]~ Topologically Finite Conjugacy class groups — Groups such 
that the closure of each conjugacy class is compact. 

[IN] Invariant Neighborhood groups = Groups having a compact 
neighborhood of the identity which is invariant (as a set) un
der all inner automorphisms. 

[SIN] Small Invariant Neighborhood groups — Groups such that 
every neighborhood of the identity contains a compact 
neighborhood which is invariant under all inner automorph
isms. (This condition is equivalent to saying that the left and 
right uniform structures of G coincide (cf. [23] p. 9). 

Notice that discrete groups belong to [SIN] and [IN] since {e} is a 
compact invariant neighborhood of the identity. The equality 
[FIA]~ = [FC]~ n [SIN] is a particularly fundamental result of Grosser 
and Moskowitz ([21], Theorem 4.1) which may be regarded as a spe
cialized Ascoli-Ar zela theorem. 

An element in a group G is called an FC~-element if the closure of 
its conjugacy class is compact. It is easy to see that the set GFC of 
FC~-elements is always a normal subgroup of G. As we shall note be
low a group G belongs to [IN] if and only if GFC is open. An element 
in a group G is said to be periodic if the closed subgroup it generates is 
compact. For G G [FC]" the set Gp of periodic elements is a closed 
characteristic subgroup ([23], Theorem 3.16). 

The next properties are defined in terms of representations of a 
group. See Hewitt and Ross [31], Chapter 5 for further details. 

Let G be a locally compact group and let L\G) be the Banach space 
of absolutely integrable complex valued functions on G relative to left 
invariant Haar measure. Then L\G) becomes a Banach *-algebra rela
tive to convolution multiplication and a suitable involution. A contin
uous unitary representation of G (hereafter called simply a representa
tion of G) is a continuous group homomorphism of G into the group 
fyi^f) of unitary operators on some Hilbert space %f when fyi^f) is 
provided with the weak operator topology. It is easy to define an in
tegral so that for any unitary representation U of G the map 

f-^f f(x)V(x)d\(x) fGL\G) 
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is a linear ring homomorphism satisfying Ü(f*) — 0(f)* of L\G) into 
the Banach *-algebra Sßi^f) of all bounded linear operators on 5^\ 
Furthermore {&(/)£:/ G L\G), £ G ^ } is dense in 5 ^ . Such a map is 
called an essential ^representation of L\G) (hereafter called simply a 
representation of L\G)). The map 17—» 0" is a bijection of the class of 
representations of G onto the class of representations of L\G). More
over U is irreducible if and only if 0 is. (Here irreducible means topo-
logically irreducible, i.e., there are no closed subspaces which are in
variant under all the operators in {U(x) : x G G} or in {0(f) : f G 
L\G)} respectively.) Furthermore the von Neumann algebra generated 
by U(G) always equals the von Neumann algebra generated by 
Ü(L\G)). 

Like any Banach *-algebra with a faithful ""-representation, L\G) has 
a norm y which is maximum among those submultiplicative norms satis
fying the B*-condition (now sometimes called the C*-condition) 

y(a*a) — y (a)2 y a 

(cf. [110], Corollary 4.6.10). The completion of L\G) relative to this 
norm is usually denoted by C*(G) and called the C*-algebra of G. It is 
immediate that any representation 0 of L\G) can be extended by con
tinuity to a unique (essential *-) representation 17 of C*(G) and that 17 
is irreducible if and only if 0 is. In fact if V is topologically irreducible 
then it is algebraically irreducible and hence its kernel is a primitive 
ideal of C*(G) ([110], Theorem 4.9.10). We will denote the space of 
primitive ideals of C*(G) together with its hull-kernel topology, 
([110],Definition 2.6.2) by Prim(G). 

There is a natural notion of the equivalence of two representations of 
G. Two representations Vx : G — fypP1) and l 7 2 : G - ^ ( ^ 2 ) are 
called equivalent if there is a unitary map U (i.e., a Hilbert space iso
morphism) of 2T1 onto 2^2 such that l/-1l/2(x)U = U^x) holds for all 
x GG. Equivalence of representations of L\G) and C*(G) is defined 
similarly and it is immediate that U1 and U2 are equivalent iff 0t and 
02 are equivalent and iff l\ and l£ are equivalent. The set of equiva
lence classes of irreducible representations of G or equivalently of L\G) 
or C*(G) is denoted by Ù The map l7^Ker(l7) induces a map of Ù 
onto Prim(G). When Ù is given the topology of Prim(G) pulled back 
through this map it is called the dual space of G. (If G is abelian then 
every irreducible representation of G is 1-dimensional and hence is 
equivalent to a unique continuous group homomorphism of G into 
T = {z G C : |*| = 1} where T is regarded as %(C). Thus in this case 
the dual Ù just defined, is naturally homeomorphic to the group of con-
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tinuous characters of G which is the usual meaning of Ù when G is 
abelian.) 

Under certain circumstances there is a measure / i o n f i satisfying 

X \f)2d\= Jo Tr(W)MU) 

YfGL^G) DL2(G). 

Such a measure is unique and is called a fiancherei measure. Although 
its existence is important, it is much more useful when an explicit ex
pression for the measure can be given. 

The class of groups with all their irreducible (continuous unitary) 
representations finite dimensional is denoted by [Moore] and these 
groups are called Moore groups. The class of groups G for which all the 
irreducible representations of L\G) take their values in the ideal of 
compact operators is denoted by [CCR]. The class of groups such that 
the von Neumann algebra generated by any representation is Type I is 
denoted by [Type I] (see Dixmier [11]). Any abelian or compact group 
belongs to [Moore] and we have the inclusions [Moore] Q [CCR] Ç 
[Type I]. The condition Type I is tremendously important, but its im
portance is quite technical. It is essentially correct to say that Ù is trac
table and that G can be understood in terms of Ù exactly when G is 
Type I. Many important classes of groups are Type I (e.g., semi-simple 
or nilpotent connected real' Lie groups). (See Dixmier [11], Lipsman 
[77] and Auslander and Moore [4] for more details on this theory.) 
However other important classes of groups are not Type I. For them a 
dual object more subtle than Ù is needed. The proper dual object is not 
yet clear in this case and this is currently an area of active research. 
See in particular [124]. 

As a first (but definitely not final) step in the direction of finding a 
more general dual object one might substitute Prim(G) for Ù. If G is 
Type I then Ù and Prim(G)are homeomorphic, and the converse is true 
at least for 2nd countable groups (for which C*(G) is separable). (Refer
ences for this and the following results will be found under [CCR] in 
§ 4 below.) Since Prim(G) always satisfies the T0 separation axiom, G is 
T0 if and (at least for 2nd countable G) only if G is Type I. It is known 
that a group is CCR if and only if it is Type I and Prim(G) is Tr The 
class of groups for which Prim(G) is 7\ will be denoted by [TJ. Pu-
kanszky [106] has shown that for connected Lie groups Prim(G) can be 
identified with the space of normalized characters on G. The norma
lized characters are in turn in bijective correspondence to the quasi-
equivalence classes of certain (so called, normal) factor representations. 
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Recall that an almost connected group G can be written as a projec
tive limit of Lie groups 

G = lim G/K 
Key 

where _f is the collection of all compact normal subgroups for which 
G/K is a Lie group. Lipsman ([76], Theorems 2.1 and 5.4) has shown 
that Ù can be written as the corresponding injective limit 

Ù = lim G/K. 

which is in fact a union after suitable identifications. See also Moore 
[88] Proposition 2.2 and a very simple proof by Milicic [85]. This is 
useful since for instance if G/K is a Type I Lie group G/K is essen
tially a manifold. For Type I unimodular groups G, Lipsman also shows 
that the Plancherel measure on Ù is the injective limit of the Plan
cherei measures on G/K. 

We continue our list of desirable properties shared by compact and 
abelian groups. A group is called maximally almost periodic iff it has 
enough finite dimensional irreducible representations to separate points. 
The class of such groups is denoted by [MAP], The Gelfand-Raikov the
orem shows the inclusion [MAP] D [Moore]. It is easy to show that 
compact groups belong to [Moore] and it follows easily that a group 
belongs to [MAP] if and only if it is continuously isomorphic to a sub
group of a compact group. The terminology arises from the fact that a 
group belongs to [MAP] iff there are enough continuous almost period
ic functions on it to separate points (cf. Dixmier [11] § 16). 

An additional class is defined in terms of [MAP]. The groups in 
[Tak] = [MAP] H [FD] - are called Takahashi groups because they 
were the groups for which Takahashi's famous duality theorem was 
originally stated (1952)). For a recent interesting discussion and exten
sion of this duality theory see Poguntke [101]. (Compare also the expo
sition of the Chu duality theory by Heyer in [32].) 

A group is called hermitian iff the Banach *-algebra L^G) is hermi-
tian. (Since the equivalence of the conditions hermitian and symmetric 
was shown only recently, many authors use the term symmetric here.) 
This class of groups is denoted by [Her]. A group G is called com
pletely regular or strongly semi-simple iff L\G) has the corresponding 
property. See Rickart [110] for definitions of these terms. These classes 
are denoted by [CR] and [SSS], respectively. (Any (locally compact) 
group is of course a completely regular topological space so this termi
nology should not cause confusion.) 
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Let us clarify the relationship between the various spaces of ideals 
associated with a group. For any Banach "-algebra °ì/ let MMÇfr), 
Prim(^), Prim*^) and FJft) denote the spaces of maximal modular 
ideals, primitive ideals, kernels of topologically irreducible "-representa-
tions, and kernels of irreducible finite dimensional "-representations, re
spectively. Since each of these is a collection of prime ideals we will 
endow each with the hull-kernel topology. Rickart [110] calls the first 
and second spaces the strong structure space and the structure space of 
^ respectively. It is clear that Fffi) QMMÇiï Ç Prim(^) and 
Fffi) Q Prim*(^) hold. If fy is hermitian then Prim(^) Ç Prim*^) 
holds also (see [96] and [69] p. 39). 

There are two Banach "-algebras associated with a group: L\G) and 
C^G). Any C*-algebra such as C*{G) satisfies Prim(C*(G)) = 
Prim*(C*(G)) and we have denoted this set by Prim(G). Results in [161] 
and [162] show Prim(G) = Prim(C*(G)) = Prim*(C*(G)) may be identi
fied with Prim*(L1(G)) at least for groups G in [PG], Similarly we iden
tify F*L\G)) with FJC*(G)) and denote this set by F*(G). Hence for 
any group G with this property we have 

PrimL^G)) D MM(L\G)) D F*(G) Q MM{C*(G)) Q Prim(G) 

and if G is also hermitian we have 

0MM(C*(G)) C Prim(G) 
F*(G) ' Ul 

OUU{h\G)) Q Prim^G)). 

The possible existence of primitive ideals in L\G) which are not the 
kernels of "-representations creates difficulty when studying non-
hermitian groups. For G G [SIN], L\G) and C*(G) have central approx
imate identities [90] so that each primitive ideal is modular since a 
primitive Banach algebra with a non-trivial center has an identity ele
ment ([110], 2.4.5). Hence a group G in [Her] n [PG] O [SIN] satisfies 
MM(C*(G)) D MM{L\G)) since C*{G){5?~ may be identified with the 
completion of L1(G)/(5r fi L\G)) in a suitable operator norm which is 
a Ç-norm by [96]. Also G G [SIN] belongs to [TJ if and only if it satis
fies Prim(G) = MM(C*(G)). Hence G G [Her] fï [SIN] H [TJ H [PG] 
satisfies MM(C*(G)) = Prim(G) = MM{L\G)) = PrimL^G)). Further
more Corollary 5.3 of [91] shows that for G G [FIA]" Ç 
[Her] H [SIN] H [TJ H [PG], Prim(G) is a Hausdorff locally compact 
space. 

For G G [Moore] C [Her] we see directly that each element of 
Prim(G) is maximal modular whether regarded as an ideal in L\G) or 
C*{G) so in this case we conclude 
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F*(G) = MM(L\G)) = P r i m ^ G ) ) 

= Prim(G) = MM{L\G)). 

Also Prim(G) is T2 for a Moore group G if and only if G G [FC]" (at 
least if G is a-compact). This is true since the main result of [81] shows 
that a-compaet [FC]- groups have Prim(G) T2. Conversely for 
G G [Moore] C [IN], G/GFC is a discrete Moore group and hence has 
the form AF for an abelian group A and a finite group F. Therefore 
Theorem 1 of [63] shows G G [FC]~ if Prim(G) = MM(L\G)) is 
Hausdorff. 

We remark again that if G is Type I, then Ù can be identified with 
Prim(G) and the space ÙF of equivalence classes of finite dimensional 

irreducible representations can be identified with F*(G). Furthermore 
any G G [CCR] obviously satisfies F*(G) = MM(C*(G)). Finally any 
G G [Her] H [CCR] satisfies F*(G) = MM{L\G)) since L\G)I.T (for 
j ^ G MM(L\G)) may be identified with a dense *-subalgebra with 
identity in the ideal of compact operators on some Hilbert space. 

This may be an appropriate place to remark that G H• L\G) and 
G H* C*(G) are far from being functors. The injection map H —* G of 
an open subgroup H into a group G and the quotient map G —* G/N of 
a group onto its quotient modulo a closed normal subgroup induce 
maps LX(H) — L\G\ C*(H) — C*(G), L\G) — L\G/N) and 
C*(G) —* C*(G/N) but these are essentially the only cases. The existence 
of these maps can be derived from noting that Haar measure on H is 
merely the restriction of Haar measure on G and [109] 3.5.3. If G—* H 
is any continuous group homomorphism then there is a homomorphism 
M(G) —* M(H) between the measure algebras associated with it functo-
rially. This of course induces a map L\G) —* M(H). If we regard M(H) 
as the double centralizer algebra D(L\H)) of L\H) this is particularly 
easily understood, and suggests the correct guess that there is a map of 
C*(G) into D(C*(H)). For further details see § 4 of M. A. Rieffel [143]. 

A group is called amenable if C(G) (the algebra of bounded contin
uous complex valued functions on G) has a left invariant mean. A left 
invariant mean on C(G) is a linear functional m: C(G) —> C satisfying 
m(l) = 1, m(f-) = m(f)-, \m(f)\ ^ \\f\\„ and m(xf) = m(f) for all 
/ G C(G) where / is defined by J(y) = /(x^y) for all x, y <E G. The 
tremendous importance of amenability is not obvious from the defini
tion. The reader should consult the excellent small book by Greenleaf 
[19] for the rich theory of this class of groups. We mention only one 
from the long list of equivalent conditions. Any group G acts on L2(G) 
by left translation and this is a unitary representation called the left 
regular representation. For a compact group this representation contains 
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all irreducible representations in the sense that they all arise as restric
tions of left translation to certain finite dimensional translation in
variant subspaces. For abelian groups the left regular representation 
contains all irreducible representations in a weaker sense (cf. [11], 18.1 
for a definition of this notion of weak containment). A group is ame
nable if and only if the left regular representation contains every ir
reducible representation in this weaker sense. The class of amenable 
groups is denoted by [Am]. 

We now mention two slow growth conditions. A group is said to be 
exponentially bounded iff any compact neighborhood W of the identity 
satisfies 

\(Wn)^0(tn) Vt>l 

(here W*1 means {x^ • • • xn : x;. E W}). A group G is said to satisfy the 
polynomial growth condition if for each compact neighborhood W of 
the identity there is an integer p such that 

A(W») = 0(np). 

These two classes of groups are denoted by [EB] and [PG] respectively. 
The inclusion [PG] Ç [EB] is obvious. For discrete groups Adel'son-
Vel'skif and Sreider [1] showed that [EB] implies amenability. 

For any group G, the left regular representation of L\G) on L2(G) is 
the representation denoted by L and defined by L^g) = f*g for all 
/ E L\G) and all g E L?(G). This is the representation of L\G) related 
to the left regular representation of G mentioned above. Let p and y 
be the spectral radius and the largest B*-norm on L\G) respectively 
(see Rickart [110] pp. 30 and 226 for definitions). Then any / E L\G) 
satisfies 

||L,|| =ü y(f) =i p(f*f)^. 

Equality on the left holds for all / E L\G) iff the left regular represen
tation of G weakly contains all irreducible representations and hence iff 
G is amenable. Equality on the right holds for all / E L\G) iff G is 
hermitian. This is Raikov's criterion ([110], Theorem 4.7.21). Hulanicki 
[35] and Jenkins [46] each showed that slow growth conditions stronger 
than [PG] on a discrete group G would imply \\Lf\\ = p(f*f)1/2 for all 
/ E LX(G). Hence a discrete group satisfying such a condition would be 
both hermitian and amenable. Anusiak [2] used a similar argument to 
show that certain nondiscrete groups are hermitian and amenable. A 
different stronger slow growth condition was shown by Emerson and 
Greenleaf [15] to imply amenability in arbitrary locally compact 
groups. In the same paper it was shown that abelian groups satisfy this 
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stronger condition and it was conjectured that this stronger condition is 
equivalent to [EB] and [PG] in connected groups. Jenkins [52] verified 
the equivalence of [EB] and [PG] for connected groups. (Actually in 
[52] the groups were required to be second countable but this is unnec
essary.) In the same paper and in Rosenblatt [116] several other condi
tions were shown to be equivalent to [EB] and [PG] in connected 
groups including important conditions on the approximating Lie groups. 
By an argument, which we will give later, these conditions imply that a 
connected (in fact an almost connected) group in [PG] is amenable. In 
[49] and [51] it was conjectured that all these conditions are equivalent 
to [Her] for connected groups. This conjecture was recently proved 
false by Leptin [74] who showed that the affine group of the real line 

(the so called ax + fo-group) is hermitian although it is easily seen not 
to be exponentially bounded. Very recent results of J. Ludwig [83] 
show [PG] Q [Her] for connected groups. Jenkins [45] gives an example 
of an amenable group (in fact a discrete solvable group) which is not 
hermitian. 

A subset S of a group G is said to be uniformly discrete iff there is a 
neighborhood W of the identity in G such that the family of sets 
[sW : s E S} is pairwise disjoint. The class of groups containing no uni
formly discrete free semigroup on two generators is denoted by [NF]. 
Jenkins [52] shows that [NF] is equivalent to [EB] and [PG] for con
nected groups. If a group G contains a uniformly discrete free semi
group S on two generators x, y and if W is a compact neighborhood of 
the identity such that {sW : s G S} is pairwise disjoint then it is easy to 
check the estimate X((W U xW U yW)n) ^ (2n+1 - l)A(W). Hence for 
any group [EB] implies [NF]. For discrete groups, Jenkins [46] has 
shown that [Her] implies [NF]. Jenkins [50] shows that any group con
taining a free semigroup on two generators which satisfies a condition 
stronger than being uniformly discrete must be non hermitian. In the 
same paper an example of a Hermitian group which contains a closed 
free semigroup on two generators is given. 

Each of the above classes includes all compact and all abelian 
groups. We now list a few important classes which do not: 

[K] = Compact groups 
[A] = Abelian groups 

[Nil] = Nilpotent groups 
[V] = Vector groups 
[D] = Discrete groups 
[F] = Finite groups 
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We define a (locally compact) group G to be nilpotent if the upper 
central series {e^G^ GZ2, GZ3> ••• terminates at G after a finite 
number of steps where Gz +1 is the closed characteristic subgroup of G 
defined by the requirement that GZn+1/Gz be the center of G/GZn. 
This is equivalent to requiring that the lower central series G, G(iy G(2y 

• • • terminate at {e} after a finite number of steps where G(n+1) is the 
(necessarily characteristic) subgroup generated by {xt/x-1!/-1 :x G G, 
y G G(n)}. Since [G, H~] Ç [G, H]~ holds (where [G, L] is the subgroup 
generated by {xyx^y1 :x E G, i/ G L}) this is also equivalent to the 
termination at {e} after a finite number of steps of the topological 
lower central series G, Gm~, G(2)~, • • •. Of course every nilpotent group 
is solvable. (A group G is solvable iff G, G(1), G(2), • • • terminates at {e} 
after a finite number of steps where Gin+1) = (Gn)'.) Clearly the class of 
nilpotent groups is stable under the formation of (closed) subgroups and 
homomorphic images, and a finite direct product is nilpotent if and 
only if each actor is nilpotent. 

These are the properties which we will discuss. In order to simplify 
the presentation we are omitting consideration of a very useful and im
portant generalization which applies to each class which may be de
fined in terms of the group of inner automorphisms. For instance the 
class [IN] is the class of groups containing a compact neighborhood of 
{e} which is stable as a set under the action of the inner automorph 
ism group. If B is some other subgroup of the automorphism group of a 
group G we could ask whether there is a compact neighborhood of the 
identity stable under B. If so we would say that G belongs to [IN]Ä. 
Similar alterations can be made in the definition of several other class
es. Consideration of all the classes depending on the different subgroups 
B (usually required to contain the inner automorphisms) can effect con
siderable economy in proofs. However exploration of all the results of 
this type which have been obtained would considerably complicate our 
discussion and we are confident that after the orientation provided by 
the present survey the reader can easily absorb this more general view
point. 

3. Diagrams. We will now summarize the inclusions which are " 
known to hold between these classes, in four diagrams. The arrows in
dicate implications. In a very few cases (which will be pointed out in 
the subsequent discussion) implications have only been proved for sec
ond countable groups. We believe this hypothesis is not actually needed 
in any of these cases although the detailed proof may in some cases be 
complicated. We hope that these diagrams contain no false implica
tions, and that they record all the implications which have been pre-
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viously noted or which are trivial consequence of known results. As we 
have already remarked, a number of additional implications have been 
conjectured. Verification of some of these conjectures would consid
erably change and simplify these diagrams. 

On these diagrams we record some structural characterizations by a 
short-hand notation which will be clear from the following examples. 
The symbols [V X K], [TakF], and [KVxFC] denote respectively the 
classes of all direct products of vector groups and compact groups, of 
all finite extensions of Takahashi groups, and of all extensions of a com
pact group by the direct product of a vector group and a discrete finite 
conjugacy class group. In general V, K, A, D, F, etc. will denote re-

Diagram 1 

Genera l L o c a l l y Compact Groups 

[CR] [Am] [NF] [Her] Tx] [Type I ] 

Diagram 2 

Almost Connected L o c a l l y Compact Groups 

[Z] = [Tak] = [ F I A ] " = [VXK] 

/ - ' - i 
/[FD] =[FC] =[K 

[PG]=[EB]=[NF] 

[He r ] 

[CR] [Am] 

[Moore] =[MAP] = [ SIN] = [ VX K:cp(K)€[F]] 
<*> j 

[ I N ] = [ K S I N ] = [FCF] 

[Urn] [Type I ] [ SSS] 
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Diagram 3 

Connected L o c a l l y Compact Groups 

[Z] = [Tak] = [F IA]" = [Moore] = [MAP] = [SIN] - [V x K] 

Diagram 4 

Discrete Groups 

All d i s c r e t e groups belong to [SIN] , [ IN] , and [Urn]. 

spectively a vector group, a compact group, an abelian group, a dis
crete group, a finite group, etc. 

We have not included diagrams for compactly generated groups nor 
for totally disconnected groups. In the latter case the diagram would be 
identical to Diagram 1 for arbitrary groups. In the former case, the 
only difference from Diagram 1 would be: (1) the equation 
[FC]" = [FD]"; (2) the implication [MAP] => [SIN], and the consequent 
removal of the redundant arrow indicating [MAP] => [Urn]. References 
to these facts will appear in the next section. 
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4. References, proofs and counterexamples. We shall now give sys
tematic references to the major results concerning the classes of groups 
introduced above. For each class we will first give references to the in
clusions of that class in other classes which are shown on the diagrams 
and to structure theorems for groups in the class. Second we will men
tion results on the stability of the class. Third we will mention diverse 
results concerning groups in the class including complicated hypotheses 
which imply membership in the class. Finally we will mention exam
ples of groups in the class which are not in more restrictive classes. 

Obviously any property which holds for all groups in a given class 
holds for all groups in a more restrictive class. We will only mention 
results in the maximum generality for which a proof is known to us. In 
particular we will usually omit references to results which have been 
subsequently proved in greater generality. Thus, for instance, in order 
to find all known properties of central groups one must read all the re
sults mentioned as holding for any of the classes. 

[Z]: This class of groups has been extensively studied by Grosser and 
Moskowitz. All of the following references refer to their works. The 
fairly difficult inclusion [Z] Q [FD]~ is Corollary 1 of Theorem 4.4 of 
[21]. The considerably easier inclusion [Z] Ç [Moore] is Theorem 2.1 of 
[22]. Since the Gelfand-Raikov theorem implies [Moore] Ç [MAP] these 
results give [Z] Ç [Tak]. Theorem 3.16 of [23] shows that if G G [FC]" 
then Gp is closed characteristic subgroup. Theorem 5.4 of [21] shows 
that for G €E [Z], G/Gp is the direct product of a vector group and a 
discrete torsion free abelian group. Finally Lemma 4, p. 329 and Corol
lary 1, p. 336 of this same reference show that an almost connected 
group is central if and only if it is the direct product of a vector group 
and a compact group. The compact group must be chosen as Gp which 
is a maximum compact subgroup in this case. Corollary 1 mentioned 
above actually states that for a compactly generated central group 
G, G/Gp is the direct product of a vector group (i.e., Rn for some non-
negative integer n) and a group of the form Zm for some nonnegative 
integer m. Of course a central group is the extension AK of an abelian 
group by a compact group but the converse is false. 

The class [Z] is stable under continuous homomorphic images. For 
connected groups it is stable under local isomorphisms. Furthermore a 
direct product of groups is central if and only if all the factors are. A 
closed subgroup H of a central group G is central if (a) H is open, (b) 
H is connected, (c) Gz is open, or (d) H is a-compact and HGZ is 
closed. Finally a connected extension of a discrete central group by a 
connected group is central. All these results can be found in [21] Theo
rem 2.1 and Corollaries 1 and 2 of Theorem 4.3. We note that [Z] is 
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not closed under finite extensions since there are non central discrete 
Moore groups which must be finite extensions of abelian groups. 

Of course the direct product of any abelian group with any (non-abe-
lian) compact group is central and this shows that the inclusions 
[A] C [Z] and [K] Ç [Z] are proper. The following example from p. 
337 of [21] shows that not all central groups are such direct products 
and that the extension G =• Gp

VxZ" satisfied by any compactly gener
ated central group need not split even for a finitely generated discrete 
central group. 

EXAMPLE 1. Let Z2 be the two element multiplicative group {±1} 
and let Z2 = {n : n = (nv n2) with n1? n2 G Z} be the usual additive 
group. Let G = Z2 X <p Z2 with multiplication: 

(c, n)(8, m) = (eô(~l)n^, n + m). 

Easy calculations give 

Gz = {(c n) : rij and n2 are even} 

so G is central and 

GP = G' = Z2X {0}. 

Either direct calculation or consideration of (n, m)—* ( — l)nimz as a non-
symmetric 2-cocycle which is therefore not a coboundary shows that 
the extension G — Z2

Z2 does not split. 
An explicit Plancherel formula for central groups is given in Theo

rem 4.1 of [24]. Reference [20] contains an extensive duality theorem 
(Theorem 2.3) relating properties of G and Ù, a Fourier inversion theo
rem (Theorem 3.3), a Poisson summation formula (Corollary 3.4) and a 
type of Wiener Tauberian theorem (Theorem 3.8). The last result has 
been generalized to [FIA]- groups under which heading it will be dis
cussed. 

[Tak]: Recall that [Tak] is defined to be [FD]" n [MAP]. Robertson 
[113] gave an outline for a proof of the inclusion [Tak] C [Moore] and 
a detailed proof was published by Kaniuth [61] p. 233. The inclusion 
[Tak] Ç [FIA]" follows easily from [Moore] Ç [SIN], [FD]~ C [FC]", 
and [FIA]" = [SIN] D [FC]-. A structure theorem stated for Takahashi 
groups by Robertson [113] was strengthened and generalized by Rob
ertson and Wilcox [114]. They show that a group in 
[FC]" fi [MAP] D [Tak] belongs to [SIN] and has a direct sum decom
position V X H where H G [FC]- fi [MAP] has an open compact sub
group. Grosser and Moskowitz [23] Theorem 4.6 show that any group 
in [FD]~ H [SIN] D [Tak] is the direct sum of a vector group and the 
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extension of a compact group by a discrete abelian group. 
Let G be a discrete Takahashi group. Then G is a discrete Moore 

group so that there is a homomorphism <p of G onto a finite group F 
with A = Ker(qp) abelian. For each v E F choose v E G satisfying 
(p(v) — v and let F denote the set of these elements. For each M E A let 
adM :F^>Gf be the map adM(t>) = [u, v] = m3w-1t3-1. Since F and G' 
are finite there are only finitely many distinct maps of the form adv. 
Furthermore adv = adw is equivalent to v and w lying in the same co-
set of Gz. Hence G s a central group. 

The class of Takahashi groups is clearly stable under the formation of 
continuous homomorphic images (since the image would be in 
[FD]" H [Moore]) and closed subgroups (since in [FD]~ H [MAP]). A 
direct product is Takahashi if and only if each factor is. The class of 
Takahashi groups is not closed under finite extensions since every 
Moore group is a finite extension of a Takahashi group. 

Poguntke [101] has given an interesting discussion of the Takahashi 
duality theorem which points out that every group G has a unique (in 
an obvious sense) continuous homomorphism into a Takahashi group GT 

through which any other such homomorphism factors. As a consequence 
a group G is a Takahashi group if and only if G ^ GT and if and only 
if G can be continuously, injectively, imbedded into the direct product 
of a compact and abelian group. Heyer's discussion of Chu duality [32], 
is in many respects very similar but shows that the latter theory is 
more generally applicable. For still another view on such duality theo
rems see p. 61 of M. A. Rieffel, [144]. 

The following example given by Moore [88] p. 409 is a Takahashi 
group which is not a finite extension of a central group. This is of par
ticular interest since in the same article it is shown that a Lie group in 
[Moore] must be a finite extension of a central group. 

EXAMPLE 2. Let A = n * = 1 T with the product topology and let 
H — 2 ^ = 1 Z2 (i.e., the discrete weak direct sum of Z2 = {±1} in 
which each element is a sequence which is almost always equal to +1). 
Define cp:H-+ Aut(A) by 

(<pß(a))n = (an)ß* V « G A ; yß E H. 

Let G = A X g, H. Considering Z2 (written multiplicatively as { ± 1} 
again) as a subgroup of T we see Gz — n j > _ 1 Z 2 X {1} and 
G' — {(a, 1) : an = 1 for almost all n) . Hence G/Gz is not compact but 
G'" = A X {1} is, so G satisfies G E [FD]~ and G $[Z]. All the repre
sentations of G are finite dimensional with dimension a power of 2 as 
shown by references given in [88]. It is easy to see that no subgroup of 
finite index is a central group. Note also that G equals Gp. 

The following example is discussed by Liukkonen in [79] p. 104. 
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EXAMPLE 3. Let Z2 = {0, 1} be written additively and let 
A — n^LjZg X 2^_1Z2 where the notation is as explained in the last 
example and the first product carries the (compact, totally dis
connected) product topology while the second sum carries the discrete 
topology. G is a semidirect product A X<pZ2 (with this Z2 = {0,1} 
written additively) where <p(e)(<x, ß) — (a + eß, ß). Since G has an abe-
lian subgroup of index 2 it is a Moore group (indeed all irreducible rep
resentations are of degree less than or equal to 2) and since 
G'" = Gz = I I j = 1 Z 2 X {0} X {0} is compact we have G G [Tak], but 
G $ [Z]. Furthermore G is totally disconnected, is a finite extension of 
an abelian group and is nilpotent of class 2. 

EXAMPLE 4. Example 4.11 of Grosser and Moskowitz [23] ((b) in their 
tables) is a considerably more complicated example of a compactly gen
erated Takahashi group which is not central. It is a semidirect product 
of a compact abelian group with Z. 

[FIA]™: We have already mentioned the fundamental result 
[FIA]- = [FC]" H [SIN] ([21], Theorem 4.1). The inclusion 
[FIA]" C [CR] was obtained in different ways by Liukkonen and Mosak 
[82], Corollary 2.5 and Kaniuth and Steiner [65], Corollary p. 324. Mo
sak ([91], Corollary 5.3) shows that G E [FIA]" satisfied G E [7\] and 
in fact Prim(G) = MM(C*(G)) is locally compact Hausdorff (cf. [81]). 

The inclusion [FIA]- C [SSS] was obtained by Kaniuth and Schlicht-
ing [64], Satz 2 and Mosak [91], Corollary 1.7. Wilcox [134] has shown 
that a group G E [SIN] belongs to [FIA]" if and only if it is the direct 
product V X KFC of a vector group and the extension of a compact 
group by a discrete [FC] - group (i.e., an FC-group). Since any discrete 
group belongs to [SIN], we conclude [FIA]" = [FC] - for discrete 
groups. Grosser and Moskowitz [23] Proposition 4.4 shows that an al
most connected [FIA]~ group is the direct product of a vector group 
and a compact group and hence is central. Finally since a compactly 
generated [FC]" group belongs to [FD]~([23], Theorem 3.20) we have 
[FD]" D [FIA]" in this case. 

The equation [FIA]" = [FC]" n [SIN] makes it clear that the class 
[FIA]" is stable under taking open subgroups and quotients and that a 
direct product of groups is in [FIA]- if and only if each factor is. An 
easy direct calculation shows that H E [FIA]- and A abelian imply 
H x<pA E [FIA]- if <p(A) is compact. 

Grosser and Moskowitz [23], Proposition 4.5 show that a compactly 
generated [FIA]- group is an extension (V X K)zP of the direct product 
of a vector group and a compact group by TP. In Theorem 4.6 ot the 
same article they show that a group G E [SIN] n [FD]~ Ç [FIA]- has 
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the form V x KD where D is discrete abelian. Wilcox [134] has proved 
a slightly weaker form of this structure theorem for all groups in 
[FC]-. 

Kaniuth and Steiner ]65], Theorem 4 show that when G is an [FIA]" 
group, then every proper closed ideal of L\G) is included in a maximal 
modular ideal. We will call groups with this property Tauberian and 
denote the class of such groups by [Taub]. Note that this form of the 
Wiener Tauberian theorem is trivial for discrete groups. Liukkonen and 
Mosak [82] prove a number of properties of the center of L\G) for an 
arbitrary group by reducing first to the case of an [FIA]"-group. 

The following example is (d) in the Grosser and Moskowitz tables 
[23]. 

EXAMPLE 5. Let G be the discrete weak direct sum of a countably in
finite number of copies of a finite nonabelian simple group H. Then G 
is discrete and obviously belongs to [FC]~ and hence to [FIA]~. Fur
thermore G clearly belongs to [MAP] (consider representing each factor 
separately). Since G' is the weak direct sum of countably many copies 
of H', G does not belong to [FD]~ and since G is discrete and not a fi
nite extension of an abelian group it is not Type I. By choosing H nil-
potent or not we may have G nilpotent or not. These remarks deter
mine the membership of G in each of the classes of our diagrams. 

This example shows that the inclusion [Tak] Ç [FIA]- D [MAP] = 
[FC]~ H [MAP] is proper. Later we will see that 
[FIA]" H [MAP] Ç [FIA]" and [FIA]" H [MAP] Ç [MAP] are also 
both proper. 

EXAMPLE 6. Let G be the group described in 5.10 of Grosser and 
Moskowitz [23] which is example (a) in their tables. This group is dis
crete and G' is finite. Hence we conclude G G [FD] - Pi [FIA]". How
ever G is not maximally almost periodic and hence not Type I (since 
[Type I] Ç [MAP] for discrete groups) nor Takahashi. Thus the in
clusion [Tak] C [FD]" fl [FIA]" is proper. This group is nilpotent of 
class 2 and hence in [Her]. Thus the membership of G in each class of 
our diagrams is determined. 

The next example is due to T. Sund and was communicated to the 
author by R. D. Mosak. An example with the same properties was attri
buted to L. Robertson and occurs as example (i) in the tables of Grosser 
and Moskowitz [23], but the paper which was said to contain it appar
ently never appeared and the present author has been unable to learn 
the nature of this example. 
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EXAMPLE 7. Let G be the central extension 

{ e } ^ T — G ^ Z 2 - * {e} 

defined by a totally skew normalized multiplier of Z2 such as 

o)((mv m2), (nv n2)) = eimin*. 

Then as a set G is T X Z2 and multiplication is given by 

(f, mv m2)(£, n1? n2) 

= (f£e iw^, m i + n1? m2 + n2). 

Then G' is eiZ
y G'~ is T so G belongs to [FD]-. The sets 

{eu : \t\ < c) X {0} for e > 0 and T X (0, ±1} X {0, ±1} show that 
G belongs to [SIN] (and hence to [FIA]"") and is compactly generated. 
Furthermore [7] shows that G is not Type I since co is not a type I 
multiplier. Hence G does not belong to [Tak] and therefore not to 
[MAP]. This determines the membership of G in all the classes of our 
diagrams. 

These examples show that our diagrams display all possible inclusions 
of [FIA]- in larger classes. 

[FD]"": The inclusion {yxy~x : y G F}~ Q (G'x)" which holds for any 
x E G implies [FD]" Ç [FC]". 

It is easy to see that [FD]~ is stable under forming continuous homo-
morphic images, closed subgroups and extensions by abelian groups and 
that a direct product of groups belongs to [FD] - if and only if each 
factor does. Furthermore the extension of a compact group by an 
[FD]" group is [FD]" by Hewitt and Ross [31] 5.24 (a). 

Liukkonen and Mosak ([82], Proposition 3.1) show that the center of 
L}(G) satisfies the Wiener-Ditkin condition when G belongs to [FD]" 
but that the obvious semidirect product of R3 with a discrete copy of 
SO(3) does not have this property. 

Schlichting [119] shows that if G is a locally compact group with G' 
finite then G belongs to [MAP] (and hence to [Tak]) if and only if it is 
a finite extension of a central group. 

Notice that Example 6 is a discrete [FD] - group which is not Type I 
nor MAP. 

The following two examples are (e) and (k) in the tables in Grosser 
and Moskowitz [23]. 

EXAMPLE 8. Let H be the Heisenberg group 

H = i l o l t , ì : * , y , z E R Ì 
v. \ o o ì ' J 
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and let N be the cental normal subgroup 

N U0 1 0 j :n GZ I 
0 0 \' J 

Let G be the quotient H/N. Then 

' = I ( 0 1 0 ) + iV:z6R I 
V-^ 0 0 1 ' J 

GZ = G 

and hence is topologically isomorphic to T. Thus G is a connected 
group in [ F D ] - Pi [Nil] and hence in [CCR] and [Her] . Since 
[SIN] = [MAP] = [Zj for connected groups, G does not belong to 
[SIN] nor [MAP]. 

The dual of the Heisenberg group H is worked out on p. 442 of 
Warner's book [130], and this allows one to calculate explicitly the dual 
of G = H/N. Since G G [Her] we have MM(L\G)) Q Prim(L1(G)) Ç 
Prim*{Lr)G)) and since G G [CCR] no ideal in Prim *(L\G)) is modular 
unless it is the kernel of a finite dimensional representation. Hence we 
see that G G [CR] and G (£ [SSS]. This determines the membership of 
G in each class in our diagrams. 

EXAMPLE 9. Let K = U^=_O0Z2 with Z2 = { ± 1 } written multi-
plicatively and the compact, totally disconnected, product topology on 
K. Let G = K X<pZ be the semidirect product defined by shifting 
coordinates, i.e., (<p(n)a)(m) = a(m — n). Hence G is both compactly 
generated (say by K X {0, ±1}) a n d totally disconnected. A simple cal
culation gives G' — K X {0} and Gz— {(a, 0) : a G K is constant} 
from which we conclude that G is a solvable but not nilpotent [FD]~ 
group. There can be no invariant neighborhood of the identity smaller 
than K X {0} because of the translation action of <p(Z). Therefore G 
does not belong to [SIN] and hence not to [MAP] (since otherwise it 
would be a Takahashi group). 

We could refer to 4.5.2.1 and 4.5.7.2. (cf. 4.5.7.3) in Warner's book 
[130] to see that G is a [CCR]-group, but we need to explicitly calcu
late Ù to settle the other properties of G anyway. Hewitt and Ross [31] 
23.21 shows that K may be identified with the discrete weak direct 
sum 2^__ 0 0 Z 2 of copies of Z2 = {0, 1} written additively by 

«08) = f i ßn
an « e 2 Z2; ß G K 
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where the factors are equal to + 1 at all but a finite number of indices. 
Hence we may choose C U {0} where C = {a E S j L ^ Z g : a(n) = 0 
for and a(0) = 1} as an explicit Borei cross section of H under the ac
tion of <p(Z). Since no element of C is fixed under any element of <p(Z) 
we see by Mackey's little group method ([84], p. 647) 

Ù= {£/*:£ E T] 0{U«:a Œ C} 

where Ufßm) = £m is one dimensional for each £ E T and Ua is the in
finite dimensional induced representation corresponding to a which can 
be described by 

IWW = fl ßrJ(n + m) 

f o r / E / 2 ( Z ) . 
The infinite dimensional representations Ua when restricted to 

K X {0} become direct sums ®{y : y E K is in the <p(Z) orbit of a in 
R}. Hence we see directly that K is a large compact subgroup and G is 
CCR. Since G is hermitian it satisfies the inclusions 
MM{L\G)) C P r i m ^ G ) ) Ç Prim(G). Since G is CCR the elements of 
MM(L1(G)) are exactly the kernels of finite dimensional representations. 
Hence G satisfies, G E [CR] and G $[SSS]. Thus we have determined 
all of the properties of our diagrams for this example. 

A slight modification of the last example was discussed by Grosser 
and Moskowitz [23], p. 30 as an example of a compactly generated 
[FD]~ group which is not the projective limit of Lie groups. This time 
let K be the compact connected product u ^ - . ^ , T and let 
cp:Z—* Aut(K) be as in the last example. Then G = K x^Z is com
pactly generated and the expressions for Gz and G' are the same as 
those given in Example 9. We leave to the reader the rest of the analy
sis of this example. 

Examples 8 and 9 show that in both the connected and totally dis
connected case, [FD]~ does not imply [SSS] and hence does not imply 
[FIA]~. However we know of no example of an [FD]~ group (or even 
an [FC]~ group) which is not in [CR]. Example 7 is a compactly gener
ated [FD]" group which is not Type I. 

[FC]~: The fundamental structural characterization of [FC] "-groups 
was announced by Robertson [113] and a proof was published as Theo
rem 2.2 in Liukkonen [79]. This theorem asserts that a group belongs to 
[FC]~ if and only if it is the extension KVxFC of a compact group by 
the direct product of a vector group and a discrete group in [FC]~ 
(i.e., an FC-group). From this result, the inclusion [FC]" Ç [IN] follows 
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easily and in fact Liukkonen shows ([79], Corollary to 2.2) that G be
longs to [IN] if and only if GFC is open. A proof of this last result, 
based on a result of Tits that GFC is always closed in a projective limit 
of Lie groups, is given in Theorem 1 of Wu and Yu [137]. 

Another important structure theorem for [FC] - is Theorem 3.16 of 
Grosser and Moskowitz [23]. For G G [FC]~ this asserts that Gp is a 
closed characteristic [FC]"-subgroup which is the intersection of all 
compact normal subgroups and that G/Gp is the direct product of a 
vector group and a discrete torsion free abelian group. This does not 
characterize [FC] - groups as is pointed out on p. 22 of the same refer
ence. As a corollary (Corollary 3.18, ibid.) one concludes that (G')~ is 
periodic if G G [FC]". Theorem 3.20 of [23] shows that G is a com
pactly generated [FC]"-group if and only if Gp is a compact normal 
subgroup and G/Gp is the direct product of a vector group and a fi
nitely generated discrete torsion free abelian group. Thus for compactly 
generated groups [FC] - equals [FD]_. From this it follows that an al
most connected group is in [FC] - (or equivalently in [FD]-) if and only 
if it is the extension Kv of a compact group by a vector group. See 
[79], Theorem 3.7 for another proof. 

Wang [126], Theorem 4.6 characterizes [FC] - groups as those groups 
G such that (1) G0 has a unique maximal compact subgroup K with 
G0/K a vector group in the center of G/K and (2) for each x G G 
there is a closed normal subgroup N of G with x G G0N and with N ei
ther compact or the semidirect product of a compact group with Z. In 
the same paper, Theorem 4.5 shows that a connected group G is in 
[FC]" iff GFC is dense. Similarly Wu and Yu [137] Corollary 2, p. 302 
shows that if GFC is dense in G then G G [FC] is equivalent to 
G G [IN]. This paper and Wang [127] also give other results for groups 
G satisfying GFC~ = G. Peters [97] characterizes [FC] "-groups in terms 
of positive definite functions. 

The inclusion [FC]" Ç [Her] is due to Anusiak [2]. Since the exten
sion of a compact group by a [PG] group is in [PG], and the direct 
product of two [PG]-groups is in [PG], Robertson's structure theorem 
reduces the inclusion [FC]" C [PG] to the discrete case. However 
Hulanicki shows in the proof of Proposition 2 of [35] that a discrete 
[FC] - group is in [PG]. At least for a-compact [FC]--groups Liukkonen 
and Mosak [81] show that Prim(G) is T2 so in particular [FC]" Ç [TJ. 

Of course Grosser and Moskowitz' Ascoli-Arzela theorem shows 
[FC] - = [FIA]- for discrete groups since they all belong to [SIN]. 

The class [FC] - is obviously stable under formation of closed sub
groups and continuous homomorphic images, and it is also clear that a 
direct product of groups is [FC]" if and only if each factor is [FC] -. 
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Similarly the extension of a compact group by an [FC]~ group is [FC]~ 
(use Hewitt and Ross [31] 5.24 (a)). The fact that the obvious semidirect 
products R Xg>Z2 and Z X<pZ2 are not [FC]~ excludes a number of 
otherwise plausible stability results. 

Kaniuth and Steiner ([65], Theorem 5) show that a discrete nilpotent 
group G belongs to [FC]~ if and only if MM(L\G)) is T2. Liukkonen 
([79], Theorems 3.1 and 3.6) shows that a Type I [FC]--group belongs 
to [FD]" H [CCR] and has Ù Hausdorff. Schlichting [119] considers lo
cally compact groups for which the conjugacy classes are actually fi
nite. In [118] he studies the set Gf of elements with finite conjugacy 
classes. Among other things he notes that G/Gf and G/ are both finite 
if and only if GvN is finite and G/GvN has the form AF where 
GvN = (~ÌUEQ Ker(C7) is the von Neumann kernel of G. 

Example 5 is a discrete [FC]"" group not in [FD]~ and Examples 8 
and 9 are both [FC] - groups not in [FIA]- (hence not in [SIN]) with 
the first connected and the second totally disconnected. Example 6 is a 
discrete [FC]"" group which is not in [MAP] and hence not Type I and 
Example 8 is a connected [FC]" group not in [SSS] and hence not in 
[MAP]. As remarked in our discussion of [FD]"~ groups we know of no 
[FC]"-groups which is not in [CR]. 

[Moore]: The fundamental article by Moore [88] was evidently avail
able in preprint long before its appearance in print since it is referred 
to in [23] and [113] (submitted in 1968) and elsewhere. Theorem 2 in 
[88] shows that a Lie group belongs to [Moore] if and only if it is a fi
nite extension of a central group. Example 2 shows that there are 
Moore groups which are not Lie groups and fail to satisfy this condi
tion. Robertson outlined a proof in [113] and Kaniuth supplies a de
tailed proof in [61], p. 233 that a group is a Moore group if and only if 
it is a finite extension of a Takahashi group. Both of these results may 
be considered as generalizations of Thoma's earlier discovery [123] that 
a discrete group is a Moore group if and only if it is a finite extension 
of an abelian group. Indeed this reference contains a proof that a dis
crete group is a Moore group if and only if it is Type I (a formally 
weaker condition) and if and only if it has a uniform bound for the fi
nite dimensions of its irreducible representations (a formally stronger 
condition). Moore [88] extended to general locally compact groups the 
equality of the class of finite extensions of abelian groups and the class 
of groups each of which has a finite bound for the degrees of all of its 
irreducible representations. In another direction Kaniuth [61] general
ized to [SIN] groups Thoma's result that discrete groups are Moore 
groups if and only if they are Type I. He also notes that this occurs if 
and only if the regular representation is Type I. (As an auxiliary result 
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he shows (Lemma 2) that a 2-step nilpotent group with open center is 
a Moore group.) Robertson [113] characterizes Moore groups as those 
semi-direct products V x^ B where V is a vector group and 
B E [Moore] is such that B0 E [K] is a finite extension of an open nor
mal subgroup N for which the semidirect product reduces to a direct 
product V X N. 

The inclusion [Moore] Q [CCR] is obvious since all finite dimensional 
operators are compact and the inclusion [Moore] Ç [MAP] is a direct 
consequence of the Gelfand Raikov theorem. Since [PG] D [Tak] is 
stable under compact extensions and both [SIN] D [Tak] and 
[Her] D [Tak] are closed under finite extensions we conclude [Moore] 
Ç [PG] H [SIN] fi [Her] from [Moore] = [Tak*]. 

Robertson [113] notes that the structural results above show that 
[Moore] is stable under taking closed subgroups, quotients, inverse lim
its, and finite extensions. The closure under finite extensions was a key 
result of Moore [88]. 

The next two examples are essentially the discrete and almost con
nected form of the same example. Example 11, the almost connected 
form, is example (c) and (f) in the tables of Grosser and Moskowitz [23]. 
Together these examples show that our four diagrams together with the 
diagram for compactly generated groups described earlier contain all 
possible inclusions of [Moore] in any of the other classes. 

EXAMPLE 10. Let G be the semidirect product Z X v Z2 where 
Z2 = {±1} written multiplicatively acts by <p(t)n = en. This is a fini
tely generated discrete group with Gz—{e), G' = 2Z X {1} and 
GFC — Z X {1}. Hence G is solvable but not nilpotent, and a finite ex
tension of an abelian group and hence in [Moore] but not in [FC]". 
Thus the implications in Diagram 4 settle the membership of G in all 
the classes listed except [CR]. We will now give an explicit calculation 
to show that G does not belong to [CR]. 

For / E Ê\G) =<% denote fin, 1) and fin, - 1 ) by f+(n) and f_(n) re
spectively. Easy calculations show (f*g)+ = /+*g+ + /_*g_ and (f*g)_ 
= /+*g_+/_*ë+ where K(n) — h( — n) and the convolution on the 
right is in P-(Z). (If T is an ideal in fy then •¥\ = {f+ : / E T} is an 
ideal in fl(Z) and .T+ = {/_:/ E . ^ } . For any ideal .T in fi(Z) 
Sf — [f:f+,f_ G$*~} is an ideal in i\G) and every maximal ideal of 
i\G) must either have this form with -9~+ maximal in /1(Z) or satisfy 

Clearly G has four group characters, namely: 

Xoo(n> €) = l Xoi(n> €) = € 

Xio(">«) = ( - l ) n Xn(n, e) = (-l)»€. 
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Furthermore for each f £ T ~ { ± 1 } we get a 2-dimensional irredu
cible representation 

Denote the maximal modular ideals of fi(G) corresponding to these ir
reducible representations by 

^ oo -

r 01 -

r io -

T -

9~ -

'-if 

= {f 

= {f 

= {f 

--{f 

2/+(n) + 2/_(n) = 

2 / » - 2/_(n) = 

2(-l)«/+(n) + 2(-

2(- l )» / + (n)-2( 

0} 

0} 

- I ) " / » = 

- 1 ) " / » = 

/+(0=/+(?) = O,/_(J) = /_(?) 

0} 

:0} 

= 0} 

respectively where g is the Fourier transform of g E i1(Z) and we need 
only consider £ with Im(£) > 0. Hence 

Foonf-u= {f :f+(l) = / _ ( l ) = 0} 

r i 0 n , r n = {/ : / + (_l ) = / _ ( - ! ) = 0} 

so that if (fn}ne# is any sequence in T convergent to + 1 then j ^ 
converges to both -^~QQ and •^r

01 and similarly if the sequence in T con
verges to — 1 then .9~f. converges to both J r

1 0 and ^ 1V 

Thus the space of maximal modular ideals of °i/ is not even 
Hausdorff. Hence G does not belong to [CR]. Another proof that 
G ^ [CR] can be based on the work of Peters [97]. Since 
G E [Moore] C [Her], every primitive idealof fi(G) is the kernel of 
some finite dimensional irreducible representation of G and hence is 
maximal modular. Hence MM(G) can be identified with Prim(G) and 
thus Corollary 3 of [97] and the remarks following it show G ÉJE [CR]. 

EXAMPLE 11. Let G be the semidirect product R X <p Z2 where 
<p(c)f = €t with Z2 = {±1} written multiplicatively. An easy calculation 
gives Gz = {e}, GFC = G' = R x { l } . Hence G is an almost connected 
finite extension of an abelian group and hence a Moore group which is 
not in [Nil] nor [FC]~. All the properties of G are now determined by 
Diagram 2 except [CR]. Either of the arguments used in the last ex
ample will show G €f [CR]. In particular if x0

 a n d Xi a r e the characters 
defined by Xo(*>c) = 1 a n ^ Xi(*>c) = c t n e n Ker(x0) H K e r ^ ) = 
[f E L^G) :/+(0) = /_(0) = 0} so that both these ideals are the limit of 
Ker(C7 ) as r approaches zero where 
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[MAP]: The inclusion [MAP] C [SSS] is established in Theorem 3.1 
of Grosser and Moskowitz [24]. The inclusion [MAP] Ç [Urn] was first 
proved by Leptin and Robertson [75]. However a much simpler proof 
was subsequently discovered by Mosak and Robertson independently. 
We give it here with their kind permission. Let G be a [MAP]-group 
and let x be a point in G. Choose a compact symmetric neighborhood 
W of e containing x and let H be the open subgroup U "= 1 W

n. Then 
the modular functions satisfy AG(x) = A^x) since the Haar measures 
agree. Furthermore H is a compactly generated [MAP] group and 
hence a [SIN]-group. We conclude AG(x) = A^x) = 1 so G is unimodu-
lar and [MAP] Ç [Urn]. The inclusion [MAP] Ç [SIN] for compactly 
generated groups is an easy special case of Dixmier [11] 17.3.7 (cf. The
orem 12.2 (iv) of Hofmann and Mostert [34].) 

The classical (1936, 1940) Freudenthal-Weil theorem which asserts 
that for connected groups [MAP] = [SIN] = [V X K] = [Moore] = 
[Z] etc. is proved in Dixmier [11] 16.4.6 and Grosser and Moskowitz 
[21] Theorem 4.3. Dixmier's problem (ibid. 16.5.4) of finding a proof of 
this theorem independent of Lie theory seems to be still open. 

Grosser and Moskowitz ([23], Theorem 2.9) give a proof of an ex
tended Fruedenthal-Weil theorem which shows that for almost con
nected groups [MAP] equals [SIN] and both are equivalent to the exist
ence of a semidirect product decomposition V X w K in which V is a 
vector group, K is a compact group and <p(K) is finite. Theorem 2.18 in 
the same reference states that for almost connected groups the above 
conditions are equivalent to [Moore] and Corollary 2.17 states that they 
are also equivalent to the compactness of the quotient of G modulo the 
centralizer of G0. Corollary 2.10 asserts that an almost connected group 
G belongs to [MAP] if and only if G0 does. These results have a long 
history going back in part to Kuranishi (1950) and Murakami [95]. 

It is obvious that [MAP] is stable under taking closed subgroups and 
that a direct product is [MAP] if and only if each factor is (consider 
faithful injectability into a compact group). Murakami [95] Lemma 4 
shows that a finite extension of a [MAP] group is [MAP]. Leptin and 
Robertson [75] show that the quotient of a [MAP] group by a compact 
group or by its center is again [MAP]. 

Hofmann and Mostert [34] Proposition 12.2 show [MAP] H [IN] = 
[MAP] H [SIN]. Robertson and Wilcox [114] Theorem 2 note that if G 
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is a [MAP] group then the decomposition G0 = V X K guaranteed by 
the Freudenthal-Weil theorem can be chosen so that V is normal in G 
Theorem 3 of the same paper shows that groups G E [MAP] D 
[FC] - Ç [SIN] can be written as Vx KD where KD is also in the small
er set and as usual V is a vector group, K is a compact group and D is 
discrete. Other results on compactly generated [MAP] groups are given. 

EXAMPLE 12. Let G be the discrete free group on two generators. 
Then G is finitely generated. For each element x of G different from e 
there is a normal subgroup N of G of finite index not containing x. (For 
a proof see Hewitt and Ross [31] 4.21 (e).) Hence G belongs to [MAP]. 
However G is clearly not contained in [NF] (and hence not in [Her]) 
and the argument used in Example 1.2.3 of Greenleaf s book [19] shows 
G $ [Am]. Furthermore Moore and Rosenberg([89], Proposition 6.1) 
show that G is not in [TJ. Applying Theorem 1 of [61] to G/[G, G'] 
we see that this quotient and hence G does not belong to [CR]. This 
determines the membership of G in all the classes of diagram 4. 

This example shows that even for finitely generated groups 
[MAP] H [SIN] is not included in [7\], [Am], [NF], [Her], [EB], [PG], 
etc. 

EXAMPLE 13. Let Z2 = {±1} be written multiplicatively. Define A 
and K by A = 2^_ 1 Z and K = n * = 1 Z2 and give them the discrete 
topology and the product topology respectively. Define <p : K —> Aut(A) 
by (<p(«)/)n = <*(rc)/(n) and let G be A x ^ K. Then G is totally dis
connected. On p. 385 of [22] it is shown that G E [MAP], and the ar
gument given there together with Theorem 2.11 (2) of [23] shows 
G $ [IN]. Since the derived group is (2*=12Z) X {1}, G is solvable but 
not nilpotent. Hence G is amenable. Either [16] or the Corollary to 
Theorem 4 of [73] show G E [Her]. Similarly G E [PG] by Theorem 
1.4 of [26] and G E [CCR] by Proposition 4.3 of [145]. Next we will 
show that G does not belong to [CR] and this will complete the deter
mination of its membership in all of the classes of our diagram. 

The dual space of A is Â = n * = 1 T . _ T h e set C = H%=1T+ with 
T + = {{ G T : Im(f) = 0} is a set intersecting each orbit of the action 
of K on A in a singleton. The representations associated with a point 
f = (f v f2, • • • ) in C will be finite dimensional (of dimension 2n) iff 
Çj E { ± 1} holds except in a finite number (n) of cases. Denote the cor
responding subset of C by CF. Then the points of ÙF (which can be 
identified with MM{L\G)) since G E [CCR] H [Her] holds) are parame
terized by the points in GF X ^n-i ^2 ( w n e r e t n e indexing in the sec
ond product should be suitably adjusted). The topology on ÙF is de
scribed in terms of this parameterization by Baggett in [5] Theorem 
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3.3. However the use of Theorem 2.5 B together with the Corollary to 
Theorem 7.3 of [5] shows already that ÙF^MM(L\G)) is not 
Hausdorff. We conclude G $ [CR]. 

EXAMPLE 14. Let G be the integer Heisenberg group 

U
l m p. 

0 1 n J : m, n, p G Z 

0 0 1 

We write the generic element above at (m, n, p) so we have 
(ra, n, p)(h, /, fc) = (m + h, n + /, p -f- Jc + m/). Then we find 
Gz = GFC = G' = {(0, 0, p) : p G Z) so G is nilpotent but not in 
[FC]". The equation (m, n, p) = (0, 1, 0)n(l, 0, 0)m(0, 0, If shows that G 
is finitely generated. The normal subgroups Gn = {(nh, n\, nk) : h, \, k G 
Z} show that G is in [MAP]. Clearly G is not a finite extension of an 
abelian group so G does not belong to [Moore]. Moore and Rosenberg 
[89], Theorem 5 shows G G [TJ and Kaniuth and Steiner [65], Theo
rem 5 shows G (f [CR]. This determines the membership of G in each 
of our classes. 

Example 12 is enough to show that there are no inclusions of [MAP] 
in any other class missing from our four diagrams or from the diagram 
for totally disconnected groups and for compactly generated groups. 
The other examples merely add further details of patterns of member
ships. 

The following example is due to Jenkins [45]. It was the first ex
ample of an amenable nonhermitian group discovered. 

EXAMPLE 15. Let G be the discrete group generated by 

- = 0 " î ) — = (o-1/2 !)• 
Jenkins shows that z and w generate a free subsemi-group but that they 
satisfy the relation z~xw = w_1z in G. Thus G does not belong to [NF] 
and hence does not belong to [Her]. This fact together with Theorem 5 
of Moore and Rosenberg [89] shows that G does not belong to [TJ. 

Let us denote the matrix 
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by (r, s) we have (r, s)(u, v) = (r + su, sv). We see easily that if (r, 5) be
longs to G then 5 has the form c2~n for some e E Z2 = { ± 1 } a n d some 
n E Z and r belongs to the set D of dyadic rationals (i.e., r has the 
form p2~n for some p E Z ~ 2Z and some n E Z). Clearly G' is the 
normal abelian subgroup {(r, 1) E G } ^ D and Gz = GFC equals 
{(0, 1)}. Hence G is solvable but not nilpotent and is therefore ame
nable. It is also obvious that G/G' is isomorphic to Z2 X Z and that the 
isomorphism is given by (r, c2~n)G' *-* (c, n) and in terms of the gener
ators we may interpret n E Z as the algebraic length of expression (i.e., 
^l=ip

} + 2f=1 q. for 2Pn»qKp* • • • zp«wqrG') and Z2 as the parity of 
the t£>-length (i.e., 2f=1qf. (mod 2) in the above case). Hence an element 
belongs to G' if and only if it has algebraic length zero and its w-
length (hence also its ^-length) has parity zero. 

The set N = {(r, ±1) EG} is a normal subgroup of G containing G' 
and isomorphic to the natural semi-direct product of the discrete addi
tive group D of dyadic rationals with Z2 = {± 1}. The set A = 
{(0, s) E G) = {(0, c2~n) : e E Z2, n E Z} is a subgroup isomorphic to 
Z2 X Z and generated by \JO~XZ = (0, - 1 ) and wzw'1 = (0, 1/2). Fur
thermore Z = {(0, 2~n) : n E Z} is a subgroup isomorphic to Z and 
generated by \vzw~1. Clearly G is the semi-direct product of G' and A 
and also of N and Z. 

Theorem 5 of Wilcox [133] shows that G belongs to [MAP] if and 
only if the set F of elements of the dual group (Ù') — t> of [MAP] 
which have finite orbits under the action of A is dense in (Ô') (or 
equivalently iff F separates points on G). Formula (2) on page 404 of 
Hewitt and Ross [31] gives the dual of D as the compact 2-adic sole
noid 2 2 which is described quite concretely in 10.15 of the same refer
ence. A typical element of 2 2 has the form (t, c) = (t; c^ ely e2, • • ) 
where f 6 [0, 1) and cn E Z2 = {0, 1} and the duality is given by 

(p2~n, (t, €)) = exp J 2<rrip2-n ( t - £ ek2
k 

The action of wzw'1 E A on (t, e) E (Ù) is given by 

\t> *0> Cl> C2> ' " ' ) """*' 

f(2t;0, e0,€v --)i£2t<l 
I n + 1 

(2t - 1; Î ~ " T Î , 0, £n+1, en+2, - - ) if 2* S 1. 

and cn is the first nonzero ek. 

}• 

file:///vzw~1
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By using this action it is easy to see that for any rational number 
p/q G [0, 1) with p and q relatively prime and q odd there is an even
tually periodic sequence c = (CQ, ev c2, • • • ) such that (p/q, c) belongs to 
F. For instance we have (1/3, 1, [1, 0,] • • •), (2/3, 0, 1, [1, 0,] • • •), 
(1/5, 1, [0, 1, 1,0,] • •) and (1/7, 1, [1, 1,0,] • • ) in F where the pe
riod is enclosed in square brackets. Using the topology of 2 2 described 
in 10.15 of [31] we find that F is dense in (G') ~ ^ 2 2 . Hence G belongs 
to [MAP]. 

Thus this group is a finitely generated solvable discrete group in 
[MAP], [SIN], [IN], [Urn], [Am] and [SSS] and not in any of our other 
classes except possibly [CR] (its membership in which remains undeter
mined). 

[SIN]: The inclusion [SIN] Q [IN] is obvious for locally compact 
groups. For connected groups, the equality [SIN] = [MAP] = [V x K] 
is the classical Freudenthal-Weil theorem (cf. Dixmier [11], 16.4.6 and 
Grosser and Moskowitz [21], Theorem 4.3.) Grosser and Moskowitz 
[23], Theorem 2.9 and Theorem 2.18 show that for almost connected 
groups [SIN] = [MAP] = [Moore] = [V x„K((p(K) G [F])] where the 
last symbol denotes the class of semidirect products with q>(K) a finite 
subgroup of Aut(V). Theorem 2.11 of the same reference shows that 
any neighborhood of the identity in a [SIN] group G contains a com
pact normal subgroup N with G/N a Lie group so that [SIN]-groups 
are all projective limits of Lie groups. Another structural character
ization (Corollary 2.17 of [23]) shows that a group G belongs to [SIN] 
if and only if the quotient of G modulo the centralizer of G0 is com
pact. Theorem 2.13 of [23] characterizes [SIN] groups as those groups^ 
G which are discrete extensions (V X K)° of direct products of vector 
groups V and compact groups K where V X K is particularly well be
haved relative to the inner automorphisms of G. 

It is easy to see that [SIN] is stable under taking open subgroups, 
quotients and finite extensions. (To see the last, consider (e}^2V—»G 
—* F-* [e] with F finite and N G [SIN], If U is a neighborhood of {e} 
in G then there is some compact AMnvariant neighborhood W of {e} in 
N H U (since N is open). Then the intersection of the finitely many 
conjugates of W in G is a G-invariant neighborhood of {e} in 17.) Gros
ser and Moskowitz [21], Theorem 2.2 show that [SIN] is stable under 
local isomorphisms, if the groups are connected. 

Wilcox [134] shows that a group G G [SIN] belongs to [FIA]- if and 
only if it has the form V X KFC where FC denotes a discrete group 
with finite conjugacy classes. The same reference contains a proof that 
a compactly generated [SIN]-group has the form V X KZm for some 
nonnegative integer m. 
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Liukkonen ([79], Corollary to Theorem 4.6 and Theorem 5.3) shows 
that (at least in the second countable case) (1): a Type I, [SIN] group is 
a Moore groups and (2) a [SIN] group G has a T2 dual Ù if and only if 
it is the projective limit of central groups (and hence is Moore). 

In [62] Kaniuth gives several duality results on the connection be
tween properties of G and topological properties of Ù for groups in 
[SIN], [SIN] n[7\] (Theorem 2) and [SIN] n [Am] (Theorem 3). 
Hauenschild [27] shows (Lemma 6, p. 272) for G E [SIN] fi [Am] that 
Prim(G) is T2 if and only if G E [FIA]~\ Theorem 3 of the same refer
ence shows for G E [SIN] n [Am] that Ù contains a nonempty open T2 

subset if and only if G E [FD]~ is a finite extension of GFC and that Ù 
contains an open dense T2 subset if and only if G is Type I. An ex
ample shows that amenability (or a similar condition) is needed in the 
hypothesis of the first of these results. 

[SIN]-groups can be characterized among unimodular groups as those 
groups G for which the von Neumann algebra VN(G) generated by the 
left regular representation is finite ([11], 13.10.5). Kaniuth [61] shows 
that for G E [SIN], VN(G) is Type I iff G E [Moore] and VN(G) is 
Type Hj iff either G/GFC (which is discrete) is infinite or GFC'~ is non-
compact. 

Mosak [90] notes that G E [SIN] is equivalent to the existence of a 
bounded approximate identity in the center of L1(G). Johnson [56], 
Proposition 4.1 has noted that a certain cohomology group vanishes for 
[SIN] groups along with amenable groups and various examples of 
semi-simple Lie groups. 

Example 11 shows that Diagrams 2 and 3 contain all possible in
clusions of [SIN] in other classes. Examples 12 and 17 below show that 
for compactly generated groups we have all inclusions of [SIN] in other 
classes except possibly [SSS]. Of course discrete groups are [SIN]-
groups, and Examples 10, 12 and 14 show again that there are no miss
ing inclusions of [SIN] in other classes except possibly [SSS]. 

The following example is due to J. B. Fountain et al. [142]. 

EXAMPLE 16. Let G be the discrete groups with generators 
{xi : i E N} and relations x? = 1, xfaxfa — xkx-xkxx for i, / < k. It is 
shown in the reference cited above that G is locally finite and hence 
belongs to [PG], [Am], [NF], etc., but that G does not belong to [Her]. 
Hence it does not belong to [FC] nor to [Type I], etc. It is also shown 
that G belongs to [MAP] and hence to [SSS], but its membership in 
[TJ and [GR] remain undetermined. 

The following example is (j) in the tables of Grosser and Moskowitz 
[23] and is also discussed on p. 518 of [149]. 
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EXAMPLE 17. Let G be the semidirect product C x ^ Z where 
(p(n)(a) = eina (or <p(l) can be any other rotation through an angle 
which is an irrational multiple of 2ir). Clearly G is a compactly gener
ated solvable [SIN]-groups since K — {a : \a\ ^ 1} X {0, ±1} is a com
pact generating set and {a : \a\ ^ e} X {0} is a compact invariant 
neighborhood of e for each e > 0. However Theorem 5.4 of [23] shows 
that G is not a [MAP]-group. Since the powers of the compact gener
ating neighborhood given above satisfy X(Kn) — (2n + l)n2ir, G belongs 
to [PG]. Since GFC = C X {0} holds, G is not an [FC]"-groups. Ap
plying the Corollary on p. 110 of Auslander and Moore [4] we find 
that G is not Type I. At the present time we have not determined 
whether this group belongs to [7\], [Her], [CR] or [SSS]. 

[IN]: The theory of [IN]-groups is quite similar to the theory of 
[SIN]-groups. This reflects the fact that a group belongs to [IN] if and 
only if it is the extension of a compact group by a [SIN]-group. In fact 
the intersection of all the compact invariant neighborhoods of the iden
tity in an [IN]-group G is a compact normal subgroup, K. The fact 
that G/K belongs to [SIN] (which was known to several earlier authors) 
is proved as Theorem 2.5 of Grosser and Moskowitz [23] and on p. 149 
of Liukkonen and Mosak [82]. The converse follows from the fact, 
which we prove below, that any extension of a compact group by an 
[IN]-group is an [IN]-group. 

Wu and Yu ([137], Theorem 1) and Liukkonen ([79], Corollary 2.2) 
both prove the beautiful result that a group G belongs to [IN] if and 
only if GFC is open. Grosser and Moskowitz ([23], Corollary 2.8) show 
that a connected [IN]-group is the extension Kv of a compact group by 
a vector group. Since a group Kv obviously belongs to [FD]~ we con
clude [Kv] = [FD]" = [FC]" = [IN] for connected groups. 

An easy argument with the characteristic function of a compact in
variant neighborhood of e establishes the inclusion [IN] Ç [Urn]. Since 
[IN] is closed under finite extensions and since GFC is open for 
G G [IN], an almost connected group belongs to [IN] if and only if 
G/GFC is finite. Hence for almost connected groups the inclusions 
[IN] Q [Her] and [IN] Ç [PG] follow from the inclusions [FC] Ç [Her] 
and [FC] Ç [PG] and from the stability of [Her] and [PG] under finite 
extensions. 

The inclusion [IN] Ç [CCR] for second countable, almost connected 
groups is part of Theorem 4.6 of Liukkonen [79]. 

It is easy to see that [IN] is stable under taking closed subgroups, 
quotients, and finite extensions. (For the last, note that {e} —» 
N^>G-+F—*{e} implies that ^7-_1xf\(U)xj is a compact invariant 
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neighborhood of e in G if U has the same property in N 
and{iK*ï):/= 1> 2, • •-, n) = F.) Furthermore 5.24(a) of [31] shows 
that the extension of a compact group by an [IN] group belongs to 
[IN]. 

Theorem 2.11 of Grosser and Moskowitz [23] states that any 
G G [IN] has a compact normal subgroup N with G/N a Lie group. 
Liukkonen ([79], Proposition 4.1) uses Thoma's theorem on discrete 
Type I groups to show that a Type I [IN]-group has G/GFC finite. The
orem 5.2 of the same reference shows that the following conditions are 
equivalent for a second countable [IN]-group: (1) Ù is T2, (2) 
G G [FC]-, (3) G G [Type I], (4) G G [CCR]. The Corollary on p. 273 
of Hauenschild [27] contains essentially the same result. 

It is easy to see that the center L\G)Z of L\G) is nonempty if and 
only if G G [IN]. This was first exploited by Liukkonen and Mosak [82] 
who showed that L\G)Z is a completely regular, Tauberian, hermitian, 
Banach *-algebra. Some of these results were proved for groups of the 
form K X A by Willcox [135] in 1956. 

Example 8 shows that a connected [IN]-group need not be in [SSS] 
and hence not in [SIN] nor [MAP] but we know no connected [IN]-
group which is not in [CR], Example 11 shows that an almost con
nected [IN]-group need not be in [CR] nor in [FC]"~. Example 12 shows 
that a finitely generated discrete [IN]-group need not be in [Am], [NF], 
[Her], [Type I], [TJ, etc. Example 9 shows that a totally disconnected 
[IN]-group need not be in [MAP] nor [SIN]. Examples 10, 12 and 14 
show that a discrete (necessarily [IN]) group need not be in [CR]. 
Hence the only inclusion which might be missing from our diagrams 
are [IN] = [FC]" C [CR] for connected groups and [D] c [SSS] both of 
which have been noted previously. 

[PG]: The inclusion [PG] Ç [EB] is obvious from the definition. The 
longstanding conjecture that [PG] Ç [Her] holds for almost connected 
groups has recently been settled affirmatively [83], [163]. 

The class [PG] is clearly stable under taking quotients. Furthermore 
if K is a compact normal subgroup of G, then G has polynomial 
growth if and only if G/K does. Also if H is a closed normal subgroup 
with G/H compact then G has polynomial growth if and only if H 
does. These results are Theorems 1.3 and 1.4 of Guivarc'h [26] (cf. 
Hulanicki [38] Theorem 3.2 and 3.4). Guivarc'h's paper contains many 
related results. Some of these are subsumed under the inclusion 
[Nil] Ç [PG] which was brought to the writer's attention by R. D. Mo
sak. To prove this inclusion note that the proof of Proposition 5 in 
Hulanicki [35] shows that any nilpotent (indeed any locally nilpotent) 
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discrete group belongs to [PG] and the proof of Theorem 3.1 in Hula-
nicki [38] shows that this implies [Nil] C [PG] for any group. 

EXAMPLE 18. Let G be the Heisenberg group 

[ ( : 1 1 ) - « ^ » ] • 
Denoting the above element by (x, y, z) we get the multiplication rule 
(JC, y, z)(u, v, w) — (x + u, y + v9 z + w + xv). Hence 
G' — Gz — GFC = {(0, 0, w) : w G R}. Clearly this is a connected, sim
ply connected, nilpotent Lie group with a central series of length 2. 
Hence it belongs to [PG] and [EB] by our remarks above, to [CCR] by 
Dixmier [13], to [Her] by Leptin [71] or Poguntke [104] and hence also 
to [EB], [NF], [Am] and [Urn]. As pointed out previously 
MM{L\G)) = F*(G) holds for G G [CCR] fi [Her]. Hence the explicit 
calculation of the topology of G obtained by Dixmier [10] allows us to 
show below that G belongs to [CR] but not to [SSS]. Since G is con
nected and not in [FC]~ it is in no other class. Hence we have deter
mined the membership of G in all of our classes. 

We will now show the membership of G in [CR] and its non-
membership in [SSS]. It is easy to see that the extension G = (G')R2 

does not split. However G is the semidirect product A xwH with 
A = {(0, y, z):y, z G R} and H = {(x, 0, 0) : x G R}. From this (fol
lowing [130], p. 442) we find that the continuous unitary irreducible 
representations of G are the one dimensional representations 

U\^z) = e-n**+tv) vs,tGR 

and the oo-dimensional representations on L2(R) given by 

Ur hit) - eiTiz+tv)h(t 4- x)< V r G ~ ' ' ; 

Haar measure on G is merely three dimensional Lebesgue measure. 
Hence for / G L1(G) we have 

(J*** = f(s, t, 0) 

where ( ~) indicates the Fourier transform. Similarly 

Üf
rh(t) - § f f ei7iz+ty)f(x, y, z)h(t + x) dxdydz 

= J fxi-rt* -r)h(t + x)dx 
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for h E L2(R), r G R ^ f O } where fx(y, z) — fix, y, z). Now Dixmier's 
calculation of Ù shows that MM(L\G)) is homeomorphic to R2 via (s, 
t) |—» Ker(Üs>t) and our remarks on [CR] and [SSS] follow easily. We re
mark that Ù is not Hausdorff since any net {Ur*}a(EA with {ra}aGA con
verging to zero, converges to each point of {U^ : s , f G R ) . 

There is a non-nilpotent group which belongs to exactly the same 
classes as the Heisenberg group. This is C X w T where <p(f)/x = fju for 
f G T and ju G C. Since it is a compact abelian extension of an abelian 
group it belongs to [PG] and [Her] by the stability properties discussed 
under these headings. The discussion of its dual given on p. 70 of [77] 
shows one quickly that it belongs to [CR] but not to [SSS]. 

The next example is usually called the Mautner group since it was 
discovered by Mautner. 

EXAMPLE 19. Let G = C2 x ^ R where <p(t)(fl, v) = (e2<7Titfi, euv). Then 
G is a connected solvable Type R Lie group and hence belongs to [TJ 
by Theorem 2, p. 171 of Auslander and Moore [4] but by the Corollary 
on p. 110 of the same reference G is not Type I. Hence G is not in 
[CCR] nor [IN] etc., but it is in [PG], [Am], [Her], [NF] and [Urn]. Its 
membership in [CR] and [SSS] remains undetermined. 

Among connected [PG]-groups, Examples 8 and 18 are not in [SSS] 
and Example 19 is not Type I. Example 11 is an almost connected 
[PG]-group which is not in [CR] but we have no connected example of 
this phenomenon. We know no compactly generated [PG]-group which 
is not [TJ. Among discrete [PG]-group, Examples 10 and 14 are not in 
[CR], Example 6 is not in [MAP] and Example 16 is not in [Her]. We 
know of no discrete [PG]-groups which are not in [SSS] or [TJ. In fact 
we know of no [PG]-group at all which is not in [TJ. 

[EB]: The theory of exponentially bounded groups is quite similar to 
the theory of groups with polynomial growth and the two classes coin
cide under many (possibly all) additional hypotheses. The inclusion 
[EB] C [Urn] can be seen by noting that if x E G satisfies A(x) > 1 and 
U is a compact neighborhood of x then X(Un+1) ^ \(Uxn) = A(x)n\(U). 
The inclusion [EB] C [NF] is immediate since if x and y generate a 
free subsemigroup S and U is a compact neighborhood of the identity 
with uU H vU = 0 for u, v E S, u ¥= v, then X((xU U yU)n) ^ 2nX(U) 
since (xU U yüf D U {uU : u E S, length (u) - n}. The inclusion 
[EB] Ç [Am] follows from Theorem 3.6.2 of Greenleafs book [19] and 
the following argument which shows that an exponentially bounded 
group satisfies the topological Folner condition. For any compact set K 
let U be a compact neighborhood containing K U K - 1 . Then for any 
positive integer n, and any x E G we have 
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0 ^ X(xUnMJn) = X(xUn ~ Un) + X(Un ~ xt/n) 

= X(xUn ~ l/n) + Xix-W71 ~ C/n) ^ 2\(L/W+1 ~ t/n) 

= 2(À(t/*+1) - X(Un)) 

which implies 

lim inf * ' ^ > ^ liminf2 ( J ^ l - 1 ) = 0. 

Hence for any e > 0, Un will satisfy the topological Folner condition 
for sufficiently large n. (Add'son-Vel'skif and Sreider in [1] seem to 
have been the first authors to consider the condition [EB]. For discrete 
groups they showed that it implies amenability. Later Hulanicki in [35] 
showed that for discrete groups [EB] implies that all functions / with fi
nite support in Ê\G) satisfy y(f) = p(f).) 

The known stability properties of the class [EB] are exactly the same 
as those of [PG] and the references are the same also. 

Milnor [86] and Wolf [136] have shown that a finitely generated dis
crete solvable group is exponentially bounded if and only if the group 
is a finite extension of a nilpotent group. A number of properties of ex
ponentially bounded groups and groups with polynomial growth are 
given in Jenkins [53], [54], [55] and Hulanicki [40], [41], [42] and Hula
nicki, Jenkins, Leptin and Pytlik [43]. 

The counterexamples for groups in [EB] are exactly the same as for 
groups in [PG], and the main question concerns the existence of com
pactly generated, or even arbitrary, groups in [EB] but not in [PG]. 

[CCR]: A C*-algebra is said to be CCR if the range of each of its ir
reducible ^representations is exactly the ideal of compact operators on 
the representation space. Since ^representations of C*-algebras are al
ways continuous, it is obvious from the definition given earlier that G 
belongs to [CCR] if and only if C*(G) is CCR. Now the inclusions 
[CCR] Ç [Type I] and [CCR] Ç [7\] follow from Theorems 5.5.2 and 
4.1.11 in Dixmier's book [11]. The fact that [CCR] = [Type I] H [TJ is 
considerably more difficult to prove. Theorem 4.6.4 in Sakai's book 
[117] shows the difficult fact that the range T.% of each irreducible *-
representation T of a Type I C*-algebra °à contains a nonzero compact 
operator (for a separable C*-algebra a more lucid proof is given as The
orem 9.1 in [11]). Theorem 4.3.7 of [11] thus shows that T^ includes the 
ideal of all compact operators on the representation space. However if 
Prim(^) is 7\ then T% is topologically simple so T% equals the ideal of 
all compact operators. Applying this to C*(G) we see [CCR] = [Type 
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I] fi [TJ. Theorem 9.1 in Dixmier's book [11] shows that a second 
countable group G (for which C*(G) is necessarily separable) with Ù T0 

is Type I. Hence a second countable group with Ù 7\ is CCR ([11], 
4.7.15). 

The class [CCR] is stable under taking quotients and open subgroups 
by [11] 4.2.4 and the existence of maps between the C*-algebras in 
these cases. Also [CCR] is stable under compact extensions (see, e.g., 
[145] Proposition 4.3). Lipsman ([76], Theorem 3.2) and Moore ([88], 
remark following Proposition 2.2) have shown that a projective limit of 
CCR groups is CCR. 

It has been known for some time that motion groups (i.e., semi-direct 
products A X <p K with A abelian and K compact), connected semi-
simple Lie groups and nilpotent Lie groups are CCR. For proofs see 
4.5.2.1, 4.5.2.11 and 4.5.7.2 (or 4.5.7.3) in Warner's book [130], 15.5.6 
in Dixmier's book [11], Dixmier [13] and Kirillov [66]. Since [CCR] is 
stable under projective limits, almost connected groups satisfy 
[Nil] C [CCR] ([76], p. 461). Moore in Chapter 5 of [4] shows that a 
connected solvable Lie group which is in [CCR] must be Type R (The
orem 1', p. 174) and that a Type R connected, simply connected, sol
vable Lie groups is in [CCR]. (A Lie group is said to be Type R if all 
the eigenvalues of its adjoint representation on its Lie algebra are of 
absolute value one, or equivalently the roots of its Lie algebra are 
purely imaginary.) 

Recent results of Lipsman [78], Pukanszky [107], and Moore and Ro
senberg [89] have given considerable new insight into the class [CCR]. 
In particular the results of Pukanszky's Theorem 2 are definitive for 
when a connected and simply connected Lie group is in [CCR]. How
ever these results are too complicated for us to state here. 

The above results give many examples. Before singling out one char
acteristic example we note that Examples 10 and 11 are respectively 
discrete and almost connected [CCR]-groups which are not in [SSS]. 
We know of no connected [CCR]-group which is not in [CR] nor of 
any [CCR]-group which is not unimodular. An almost connected ex
ample of the latter phenomenon would be most interesting. 

EXAMPLE 20. Let G be the group SL(2, R) of 2 x 2 real matrices of 
determinant 1. This is a noncompact, semi-simple Lie group with finite 
center { ± / } . Modulo its center it is simple. Hence it belongs to [CCR] 
but not to [Am] ([19], Theorem 3.3.2) nor to [Her]([50], Proposition 
4.5). These results already determine its membership in all of the classes 
except [CR] and [SSS] and we do not know whether it belongs to ei
ther of these classes. Since G is not hermitian L\G) may have maximal 
modular ideals unrelated to representations of G. Since it is well known 
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that SL(2, R) has no finite dimensional representations (and since it is 
[CCR]) there must be many such ideals in order for G to belong to 
[SSS] or fail to belong to [CR]. 

[Type I]: The only inclusions of this class in larger classes shown on 
our diagrams are in Diagram 4. These results all follow easily from 
Thoma's theorem [123] that a discrete Type I group must be a finite 
extension of an abelian group. 

The class [Type I] is stable under taking open subgroups ([11], 4.3.5, 
Liukkonen [79] Proposition 4.5 or Kallman [58] proposition 2.4), contin
uous homomorphic images (compose the representations of the image 
with the homomorphism) and extensions by compact groups (see Lips-
man [77], p. 79 for this result of Mackey). Furthermore Kallman [58] 
has shown that if G is almost connected (Corollary 6.4) or a Lie group 
(Theorem 6.1) and G contains a closed Type I subgroup H with G/H 
compact then G is Type I. (Errors in the published version of this im
portant result have apparently now been removed.) The class [Type I] 
is also stable under certain regular extensions (see [84] and [4]). The 
same references given under [CCR] show that the projective limit of 
Type I groups is Type I. 

Lipsman ([76], Theorem 4.1) notes that if an almost connected group 
G has Grad nilpotent then G is Type I. Liukkonen ([79], Proposition 4.1 
and Theorem 4.6) shows that a Type I [IN]-group G is CCR and has 
G/GFC finite. Also Proposition 3.1 and Theorem 3.6 show that a Type I 
[FC]~-group is [FD]~, has Ù T2 and can be written as KVxA where A is 
discrete abelian. Finally the Corollary to 4.6 of the same reference de
duces that a Type I [SIN]-group is in [Moore] (cf. [91], Theorem 5.12 
and [61] Satz 1). 

Example 20 shows that a connected Type I group need not be her-
mitian nor amenable. Examples 8, 18, (and 21 below) show that a con
nected Type I group need not be strongly semi-simple. We know no 
example of a connected Type I group which is not completely regular, 
but Example 11 is almost connected and satisfies these conditions. Ex
amples 21 and 22 below also show that a connected Type I group need 
not be unimodular nor [TJ. Thus the only inclusion of [Type I] in any 
other class which might be missing from our diagrams is [Type 
I] Ç [CR] for connected groups, and we doubt that this is true. 

EXAMPLE 21. This example is the affine group of the real line or the 
"ax + b group". It can be represented as the group of matrices 

{t î) ~»e«.»o } 
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but we prefer to represent it as the semi-direct product R X^R with 
multiplication 

(x, y)(u, v) = (x + evu, y + v). 

Clearly this group is a solvable, connected Lie group. Since it is not 
unimodular (Hewitt and Ross [31] 15.17 g) or since it is not Type R (its 
Lie algebra has a real root) it is in neither [EB], [PG], [NF], nor [TJ 
by remarks under [NF] below. On the other hand G is in [Her] by Lep-
tin [74] which destroys the conjecture that [Her] equals [PG] for con
nected groups. This is the simplest example of a Type I group which is 
not in [CCR] since it does not belong to [TJ. Since G is solvable it is 
in [Am]. Mueller-Roemer [94] determines the maximal modular ideals 
of L\G) explicitly and thus shows that G is completely regular but not 
strongly semi-simple. He also shows that every closed proper ideal of 
L\G) is included in some maximal modular ideal of L\G). These results 
together with the results in Diagram 3 determine the membership of C 
in each of our classes. 

EXAMPLE 22. Let G be the semidirect product R2 x w R where <p(£) is 
described by the matrix (g* J?-*). This is a connected, simply connected, 
solvable Lie group which is not Type R and hence does not belong to 
[PG], [EB], [NF] nor [TJ. However Haar measure is merely three di
mensional Lebesgue measure and G is unimodular. Since it is a regular 
semidirect product of abelian groups, G is Type I. Furthermore it is 
hermitian by [74] and amenable since it is solvable. We have recently 
shown that G belongs to [CR] but not to [SSS]. 

EXAMPLE 23. Let G be the semidirect product / / x ^ R where H is 
the Heisenberg group of Example 18, and <p(f) is defined by <p(t)(x, y, z) 
= (e*x, e~fy, z). A typical element (x, y, z, t) with (x, y, z) G H and 
t E R can be represented by the matrix 

/ el x éz v 

( ° «-' y ) x o o i / 

The center of G is just the image of the center of H, {(0, 0, z, 
0 ) : £ E R } . Clearly G is a four dimensional connected solvable Lie 
group. It is shown in [141] that G is neither hermitian nor Wiener. 
Since the quotient of G modulo its center is the group of Example 22, 
we see that G is neither in [TJ nor [CCR]. On the other hand G is 
amenable since it is solvable, and is Type I since it is an exponential 
solvable group [77, VI.A]. Furthermore G is unimodular since four di
mensional Lebesgue measure is both left and right Haar measure. These 
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remarks determine the membership of G in all the twenty classes ex
cept [CR] and [SSS]. 

[TJ: Moore and Rosenberg [89] in a remark at the beginning of § 7 
show that [TJ is included in [Urn] for almost connected groups. Their 
Theorem 4 together with the slight but crucial extension due to Po-
guntke [103] shows that an almost connected group belongs to [TJ if 
and only if it is the projective limit of Lie groups each of which has a 
Lie algebra which is the direct sum of a semi-simple Lie algebra and a 
Lie algebra of Type R. (Such a Lie group is said to be Type R on its 
radical.) This shows that whether an almost connected Lie group be
longs to [TJ depends only on its Lie algebra (i.e., is invariant under lo
cal isomorphism) whereas the Type I property is not determined by the 
Lie algebra. Essentially the same results for connected Lie groups were 
obtained by Pukanszky [107] and for connected algebraic groups by 
Lipsman [78]. 

In another direction Moore and Rosenberg [89] show that a discrete, 
finitely generated, amenable group is in [TJ if and only if it is a finite 
extension of a nilpotent group. (Our replacement of "solvable" in the 
hypothesis of their Theorem 5 by "amenable" is justified by their re
mark after the proof of Theorem 5 and by [103].) It should be noted 
that these are exactly the groups in [Her] and [PG] at least when con
sidering finitely generated solvable groups. 

As already noted [TJ is stable under local isomorphisms among con
nected groups. Theorem 3 of [89] and the main result of [103] show 
that G is stable under taking finite extensions or open subgroups of fi
nite index. Every closed ideal of a C*-algebra is the intersection of 
primitive ideals ([110], Theorem 4.9.6) so Prim(G) is T1 if and only if 
each primitive ideal is a maximal closed ideal and hence if and only if 
the range of each irreducible ^representation of C*(G) is topologically 
simple. Hence the argument used previously to note that [CCR] is 
stable under quotients shows that [TJ is stable under quotients. Thus 
Lipsman [76] Theorem 2.1 or Moore [88] Proposition 2.2 shows that a 
projective limit is [TJ if and only if the approximating groups are [TJ. 

Example 20 shows that a connected [TJ-group need not be hermitian 
nor amenable, and Examples 8 and 18 show that such a group need not 
be strongly semi-simple. Example 19 is a connected [TJ group which is 
not Type I, but we do not have an example of a connected [TJ group 
which is not completely regular. Example 11 is an almost connected 
[TJ-group which is not completely regular. Examples 10 and 14 are 
discrete [TJ-groups which are not completely regular. We know no dis
crete [TJ-group which is not in [Am], [NF], [Her], [PG], nor [SSS]. 
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[Urn]: Our diagrams show no inclusion of [Urn] in a larger class. 
An open subgroup or a closed normal subgroup of a unimodular 

group is unimodular since in the first case the Haar measures agree and 
in the second case 15.23 of [31] applies. Leptin and Robertson [75] 
show that if N is a compact normal subgroup of G or if N is Gz, then 
G is unimodular if and only if G/N is unimodular. Proposition 8 of 
Kallman [59] shows that a compact extension of a unimodular group is 
unimodular. (This result subsumes earlier results in [75] and in [5].) 

A number of published theorems have unimodularity in their hypoth
eses because the proofs depend on Hilbert algebra techniques. (For in
teresting examples see Peters [98].) For a unimodular group G, C0Q(G) 
provided with convolution multiplication and the inner product of 
L2(G) is a Hilbert algebra, but if G is not unimodular one only gets a 
generalized Hilbert algebra or Tornita algebra. (For the theory of such 
algebras see M. Takesaki, [147].) Since the theory of Tornita algebras 
is newer and less developed than the theory of Hilbert algebras, it 
seems likely that the proofs of some (but probably not all) of these re
sults can be generalized. 

M. K. Smith [146] notes that if the regular representation of a uni
modular group G weakly contains an n-dimensional (n < oo) represen
tation then G/GFC has at most n2 elements. 

Examples 8 and 18 show that a connected unimodular group need 
not be strongly semi-simple. Examples 19, 20 and 22 show that a con
nected unimodular group need not belong to [Type I], [CCR], [Her], 
[NF], [Am] nor [TJ. We have no example of a connected unimodular 
group which is not completely regular but Example 11 is an almost 
connected example. 

[Her]: The fact that discrete hermitian groups have no free sub-
semigroups on two generators was discovered by Jenkins ([46], Theorem 
5.1), who also gave an improved proof in [48]. In [50] Jenkins has also 
shown that no noncompact, connected semi-simple Lie group with fi
nite center can be hermitian. In fact he even shows that a connected 
reductive Lie group with a noncompact semi-simple component is non-
hermitian. We give an argument, based on this result, which shows that 
any almost connected hermitian group G is amenable. Let K be a com
pact normal subgroup of G such that L — G/K is an almost connected 
Lie group. Let H be the connected component of the identity in 
L/Lrad. The stability properties of [Her] given below show that H/Hz 

is hermitian. Since it is also a connected semi-simple Lie group with 
trivial center, Jenkins' result shows that it is compact. The stability 
properties of the class [Am] now show that G itself is amenable. Barnes 
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[161] extends Gangolli's result [16] that the semi-direct product A x<p K 
of an abelian group A by a compact group K is hermitian. Ludwig 
[163] shows that any compact extension of a nilpotent group is hermi
tian. This generalizes results in [37], [63] (Lemma 4), [71] and [104]. 
Leptin [74] proves two main theorems on semi-direct product exten
sions of vector groups which show the symmetry of many connected 
solvable Lie groups, including all but one of those of dimension four or 
less. The exceptional group (Example 23) is not hermitian. Leptin ([72], 
p. 277) notes that discrete finitely generated solvable groups are hermi
tian if and only if they are finite extensions of nilpotent groups, and 
hence if and only if the have poylnomial growth. 

Leptin [70] has shown that [Her] is stable under finite extensions. 
Wichman [131] extends and simplifies the proof. Leptin and Poguntke 
[141] show that [Her] is stable under forming semi-direct product ex
tensions by compact groups. By considering tensor product algebras, 
one can show that the direct product of a hermitian group with an 
abelian group is hermitian. Furthermore [Her] is stable under the for
mation of open subgroups since a closed *-subalgebra of a hermitian 
Banach ^-algebra is hermitian ([110], 4.1.7 and 4.1.10). Finally we note 
that [Her] is stable under formation of quotients since the quotient of a 
hermitian Banach *-algebra is obviously hermitian. 

For related results we mention Anusiak [3] (see the Theorem on p. 
290 and Proposition 5.5). 

Example 21 is a connected hermitian group which is not unimodular 
nor [NF]. Examples 8, 18 and 21 are connected hermitian groups which 
are not strongly semi-simple. Example 19 is a connected hermitian 
group which is not Type I. We know of no connected hermitian group 
which is not completely regular, but Example 11 is an almost con
nected example. It seems reasonable to guess that all hermitian groups 
are amenable. Examples 10 and 14 are discrete hermitian groups which 
are not completely regular, and Example 6 is a discrete hermitian 
group which is not [MAP]. However we know of no discrete hermitian 
group which is not strongly semi-simple and of polynomial growth. 

[NF]: Jenkins [52] shows that a connected [NF]-group has Type R 
approximating Lie groups and hence belongs to [PG]. Consideration of 
the connected component shows that the same is true for almost con
nected [NF]-groups which are therefore in [TJ by Moore and Rosen
berg [89]. (The second countability hypothesized in [52] is not needed 
in the proof.) The very recent work of J. Ludwig [83] shows 
[NF] Q [Her] for connected groups. 

The class [NF] is obviously stable under formation of closed sub
groups and continuous homomorphic images (cf. [49], § 1). 
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In [49] Jenkins gives a number of conditions which imply that a 
group does not belong to [NF]. Counterexamples for connected or al
most connected [NF]-groups are the same as for [PG]-groups. We know 
of no compactly generated [NF]-groups not in [Am], [Urn], [PG], [Her] 
or [TJ, but Example 14 is not Type I. Examples 10, 14, 16 and 6 are 
discrete [NF]-groups with the first two not in [CR], the third not in 
[Her] and the last not in [MAP], but we know of no discrete [NF]-
group not in [Am], [PG], [SSS] or [TJ. In fact [NF] = [PG] may hold 
for general groups as far as we know. 

[CR]: Our diagrams show no inclusion of [CR] in any other class. 
However, under some strong additional hypotheses [CR] is included in 
[FC] -. In particular Kaniuth ([63], Corollary 2) shows that if G is a 
[SIN]-group which is a finite extension of either a closed nilpotent sub
group or GFC, then G is completely regular if and only if G belongs to 
[FC] -. From Corollary 1 of the same paper one can also conclude that 
a Moore group is completely regular if and only if it belongs to [FC] -. 
(This also follows from Corollary 3 of Peters [98].) Finally Theorem 1 
of [63] shows that a group in [Am] fi [SIN] n [Her] D [CR] must have 
(G/GFC)FC trivial. 

The only obvious stability property of [CR] is that the quotient of a 
completely regular group is completely regular. This follows from [110] 
2.7.2 and the canonical homomorphism of L\G) onto L\G/N). Mueller-
Roemer ([139], 2.11) shows that contracting extensions of completely 
regular groups are completely regular. 

Example 21 is a connected completely regular group which is not in 
[SSS], [NF], [Urn] nor [TJ. We know of no connected or almost con
nected completely regular group which is not Type I, but Example 7 is 
a compactly generated example. Among discrete completely regular 
groups Examples 5 and 6 are not in [FD]~ and [MAP] respectively. We 
know of no discrete completely regular group not in [NF], [PG], [FC]", 
[SSS], or [TJ. We know of no completely regular group which is not 
amenable and hermitian. This lack of examples results at least in part 
from our inability to determine whether various groups belong to [CR]. 
In particular Examples 15, 16, 17, 19, 20 and 23 might provide 
counterexamples if all of their properties were determined. 

[Am]: Our diagrams indicate no inclusion of [Am] in any larger class. 
An easy proof that any solvable group is amenable follows from 1.2.1 
and 1.2.6 in Greenleafs book [19]. It has long been conjectured that 
any discrete nonamenable group must contain a free group on two gen
erators as a subgroup. J. Tits [148] has shown that a finitely generated 
linear group (i.e., a group which can be faithfully embedded in some 
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matrix group) either is a finite extension of a solvable group (and hence 
amenable) or contains a free group on two generators. Furthermore 
Rickert ([111], [112]) has shown that an almost connected group is ame
nable if and only if it contains no free group on two generators. The 
important result that an almost connected group G is amenable if and 
only if G has G/Gr3id compact (and hence is the extension of a con
nected solvable group by a compact group) is 3.3.3 in [19]. 

The stability properties of the class of amenable groups are particu
larly well understood. § 2.3 of Greenleaf s book [19] contains proofs 
that [Am] is closed under formation of continuous homomorphic im
ages, closed subgroups, extensions by amenable groups and increasing 
unions. 

Many alternative definitions of amenability are known involving the 
existence of invariant means on various spaces of functions, topological 
invariance, nets converging to invariance, Reiter's condition, fixed point 
properties, deforming bounded representations into unitary ones, weak 
containment of all irreducible representations in the left regular repre
sentation (mentioned previously), Fplner's condition and ergodic proper
ties. For all of these we refer the reader to Greenleaf s book [19]. How
ever we wish to briefly mention two other more recent 
characterizations. Johnson in [56] develops a cohomology theory for Ba-
nach algebras which is just Hochschild's cohomology theory for algebras 
with suitable topological restrictions. He shows that a locally compact 
group G is amenable if and only if the cohomology groups of L\G) all 
vanish. This suggests calling a Banach algebra amenable iff all its co
homology groups vanish. Along the same lines Bunce [9] has very re
cently shown that a discrete group is amenable if and only if the C*-al-
gebra generated by its left regular representation is amenable. (This in
cidentally provided the first examples of non-amenable C*-algebras.) 
We refer the reader to Section IV of Guivarc'h [26] for other results on 
amenability. 

Example 21 is a connected, amenable group which is not in [NF], 
[Urn] nor [SSS] and Example 19 is a connected amenable group which 
is not Type I. We have no connected amenable group which is not 
completely regular, but Example 11 is an almost connected example. 
Example 23 is a connected amenable group which is not hermitian. Fi
nally Examples 6, 10, 14, 15 and 16 provide examples of discrete ame
nable groups which do not belong to [MAP], [CR], [Her], [NF] nor [TJ 
but we have no example which is not strongly semi-simple. 

[SSS]: Our diagrams show no inclusions of [SSS] in larger classes. No 
general stability properties of [SSS] occur to us either. 

Kaniuth [63] proves some interesting results related to the class [SSS]. 
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Define GFC to be GFC and for n > 1 define GFC inductively by 
Gn

FC = {x G G : xGpc1 G ( G / G ^ 1 ) ^ } . Then G is said to be FC-nilpo-
tent if GFC — G for some finite n. Kaniuth shows that FC-nilpotent 
groups in [SIN] PI [Her] belong to [SSS]. (C*(G) is stongly semi-simple 
even if the hypothesis G G [Her] is dropped.) Hence if G G [SIN] con
tains a closed nilpotent subgroup of finite index or has G/GFC finite 
then G belongs to [SSS]. Furthermore since G G [Her] fi [SIN] fi [TJ 
implies Prim(G) C MML\G)9 it implies G G [SSS]. Notice that each of 
these results generalizes [FIA]- Ç[SSS]. Recent results of Müller-Roe-
mer ([139], 2.11) show that contracting extensions never belong to 
[SSS]. 

We remark that [SSS] n [Her] fi [CCR] Ç [MAP] holds since 
MM{L1(G)) equals F*(G) in this case so [24] Theorem 3.1 can be ap
plied. Hence for almost connected groups [In] D [SSS] Q [Moore] holds 
and for connected groups [IN] D [SSS] Ç [Z] holds. For the same rea
son a connected nilpotent group in [SSS] must belong to [Z]. 

The only interesting counterexample we know for connected or al
most connected strongly semi-simple groups is Example 11 which is an 
almost connected strongly semi-simple group which is not completely 
regular. Among compactly generated strongly semi-simple groups, Ex
ample 13 is not in [Am], [NF], [Type I] nor [Tt] and Example 7 is not 
in [MAP] nor in [Type I]. For discrete strongly semi-simple groups Ex
amples 5, 6, 10, 12, 14, 15 and 16 rule out all additional implications. 

5. Additional comments. Besides the twenty classes considered in the 
last section many other classes each of which includes [K] U [A] have 
been or could be considered. By intersecting various classes one gets 
classes some of which may prove interesting (e.g., [Tak] = [FD]~ Pi 
[MAP] and [FIA]" = [FC]" fi [SIN]). Results from [114]; [79] and [34] 
which we have quoted previously show [FIA] - Pi [FD]~ = 
[FD] - H [SIN], [FIA]- H [Moore] = [FIA]" fi [Type I] = [FD]~ fi 
[Moore] = [FC]" fi [Moore] = [Tak], [FIA]" n [MAP] = 
[FC]" fi [MAP], [FD]" H [Type I] = [FC]" fi [Type I], 
[MAP] fl[SIN] = [MAP] H [IN], [SIN] n [Type I] = [Moore], and 
[IN] H [Type I] = [IN] fl [CCR]. However our twenty three examples 
are enough to show that there are no nonobvious equations connecting 
these classes, our previous twenty classes, [FD]- D [SIN] and 
[MAP] H [Type I]. 

The class [MAP] n [SIN] which lies properly between [Moore] and 
[MAP] has been called [Mur] (for Murakami) in [113]. Heyer [32] has 
noted that the class [Chu] of groups satisfying the Chu duality theorem 
lies properly between [Moore] and [MAP] but he provides an example 
showing [Mur] (£ [Chu]. He shows that [Chu] is stable under projective 
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limits, finite direct products and finite extensions. Two other classes 
lying between [Moore] and [MAP] are studied by Poguntke in [102]. 

The additional classes which have received the most intensive consid
eration deal with the ideal structure of L\G) and C*(G). Attempts to 
generalize the Wiener Tauberian theorem have led to the consideration 
of the following classes. 

[W] = Wiener groups = Every proper closed ideal of L\G) is 
included in some ideal of Prim*L\G)) (— Prim(G)). 

[Taub] = Tauberian groups = Every proper closed ideal of L\G) 
is included in some ideal of MM(L\G)). 

[WW] = Weakly Wiener groups = Every proper closed ideal of 
L\G) is included in some ideal of Prim(L1(G)). 

Notice that [Taub] Q [WW] holds and that a discrete group G neces
sarily belongs to both classes since each proper ideal of i\G) is modu
lar. Since primitive ideals of L\G) belong to Prim(G) for hermitian 
groups, we have [Taub] D [Her] Ç [WW] H [Her] Ç [W]. Hence in 
particular [Her] Ç [W] holds for discrete groups. Moreover, Ludwig 
[163] shows that all solvable discrete groups belong to [W]. The same 
reference shows that [PG] is included in [WW] and that almost con
nected [PG] groups and arbitrary compact extensions of nilpotent 
groups belong to [W]. These results imply [FC]" G [W] (which was 
previously proved in [43]) and improve various results of [72]. In [72] 
Leptin shows that all semi-direct products of abelian groups belong to 
[W]. Kaniuth and Steiner ([65], Theorem 4) and Liukkonen and Mosak 
([82], Remark 2.8) show [FIA]" Ç [Taub]. He proves that all connected 
solvable Lie groups of dimension ^ 4 with one exception, and that var
ious other counterexample groups such as our Example 19 (the Mautner 
group) belong to [W]. The exceptional group, Example 23, shows that 
not all connected solvable groups belong to [W]. Gangolli [16] shows 
that the semidirect product A X w K of an abelian group A and a com
pact group K belongs to [Her] D [WW] Ç [W]. In [94]Mueller-Roemer 
shows that the affine group of the real line belongs to [Taub] (and 
hence to [W] since it is now known to be hermitian). In [139] he ex
tends this result to show that a contracting extension NH belongs to 
[Taub], [WW] or [W] if and only if H does. Hauenschild and Kaniuth 
([28], Theorem 5) show [Am] n [SIN] n [Her] n [SSS] Ç 
[Taub] H [W]. From this they conclude that a [SIN] group G which is 

a finite extension of either GFC or a closed nilpotent subgroups is in 
[Taub] fi [W]. Similarly Moore groups are in [Taub] H [W]. 

It is obvious that [W], [Taub] and [WW] are closed under taking 
quotients since L\G/N) is a quotient of L\G). Leptin ([72], Corollary 
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to Theorem 6) shows that a connected group belongs to [W] if and 
only if its approximating Lie groups do. 

Among our twenty-three examples all but Examples 16, 20, and 23 
belong to [W]. Example 20 does not belong to [W] since no non-
compact semi-simple Lie group does ([72] appendix due to M. Duflo). 
Examples 1 to 8, 10 to 16 and 21 belong to [Taub] and we have not 
determined this property for the rest. 

Since the T0 and Tx separation axioms on Ù lead to such interesting 
conditions on G it is natural to consider the T2 separation axiom. In 
fact we will consider this as a property of Prim(G) instead of Ù, and 
we introduce the following classes defined in terms of the ideal struc
ture of C*(G). 

[T2] — Groups for which Prim(G) is Hausdorff. 
[C*CR] = Groups for which C*(G) is completely regular. 
[C*SSS] = Groups for which C%G) is strongly semi-simple. 

Liukkonen and Mosak [81] show that [FC]" Ç [T2] holds at least for 
a-compact groups. Mosak ([91], Corollary 5.3) had previously noted 
that [FIA]--groups belong to [T2] and satisfy MM(C*(Gj) = Prim(G) 
without any countability restriction. Liukkonen ([79], Theorem 3.6 and 
3.7) had also shown [FC]" Q [T2] n [CCR] for almost connected or 
Type I second countable groups. Theorems 5.2 and 5.3 in the same pa
per note that a Type I [IN]-group in [T2] belongs to [FC]" and a Type 
I [SIN]-group in [T2] is even a projective limit of [Z]-groups. The first 
result in the last sentence is also obtained by Hauenschild ([27], Korol-
lar p. 273) who also considers in the same paper the existence of open 
T2 subsets of Ù. 

For groups in [SIN] n [TJ we have [C*CR] C [T2] since MM(C*(G)) 
= Prim(G) holds in this case. For a discrete group in [TJ we 
have [C*CR] = [T2] since all ideals are modular. Peters [98] obtains in
teresting results on a condition closely related to [C*CR]. In particular 
Corollary 3 shows [SIN] D [Am] n [C*CR] Ç [FIA]". 

Many duality results have been proved for nonabelian groups G 
which characterize properties of G in terms of properties of various 
dual objects (C, Prim(G), etc.) and thus generalize the usual duality re
sults involving the Pontryagin duality theorem for abelian groups. Un
der various circumstances Prim(G) can be identified with certain spaces 
of character functions on G ([106]; [60] Satz 2; [91] Theorem 5.2, [65]) 
and thus duality theories are sometimes stated in terms of these spaces 
and usually proved by reference to them. The most detailed duality 
theorem can naturally be proved for [Z] groups, and in Theorem 2.3 of 
[20] Grosser, Mosak and Moskowitz have given such a theorem. For 
[FC]"-groups, Kaniuth ([60], Satz 3) shows that G is compact or dis-
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crete if and only if Ù is discrete or compact respectively. Mosak ([91], 
Corollary 4.3) and Sund [122] obtain similar results for groups in 
[FIA]~ and [FC]~. Kaniuth in [62] gives duality theorems for groups in 
[SIN] and [SIN] H [TJ. Baggett [6] shows that any second countable 
group is compact if Ù is discrete but that the nondiscrete group 
RXfpZ with <p(n)x = enx has a compact dual. Stern [120] has removed 
the countability restriction from the result just quoted. 

For central groups a Plancherel formula is given in Theorem 4.1 of 
[24]. For Moore groups a similar formula is given in [28] Satz 4. For 
related results see [64] Satz 4 and 5 and [76] Theorem 5.4. 

Consideration of the center ^(G)^ C^G)^ M(G)Z of L\G\ C*(G) 
and M(G) respectively arises naturally in various contexts and plays a 
role in a number of the duality results proved above. In [64] Satz 1 
Kaniuth and Schlichting show that the carrier space of L\G)Z can be 
identified with a space of characters when G to [FC]~. Mosak obtains 
similar results for [FIA] "-groups in Theorem 4.1 of [91]. In Corollary 
1.6 he notes that L1(G)Z is dense in C*(G)Z at least for [FIA] "-groups. 
In [92] Mosak and Moskowitz show that for [IN]-groups each central 
idempotent of M(G) is supported on a compact subgroup (cf. [64], Satz 
7). Liukkonen and Mosak [82] extend a number of results known for 
L\G) when G is abelian to L1(G)Z when G is not abelian. 

Finally we wish to describe the class [Type T] of Type T groups in
troduced by Azencott [150]. Let /x be a regular Borei probability mea
sure on a group G such that not every convolution power of /x is sing
ular with respect to Haar measure. Let Hß denote the set of functions 
/ : G —>C which satisfy 

/(*)= X f(xy)d^(y) V X G G 

and are uniformly continuous with respect to the left uniformity of G. 
This set is a commutative C*-algebra under the multiplication 

fg(x)= lim X fay)ä*y)<b(y) v/.gen« 
n-»oo 

where jun denotes the nth convolution power of LI. Let Hß be the car
rier space of Hß. The group G operates naturally on each 11^ and we 
say that G is Type T if it operates transitively on each 11^. In the 
cited reference it is shown on p. 92 that [Type T] is stable under for
mation of quotients and on p. 112 that Type T groups are unimodular. 
On p. 93 it is shown that a group G is Type T if and only if it is al
most connected and has an approximating Lie group which is Type T 
and has a finite number of connected components. The combined work 
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of Brown and Guivarc'h [151] and Moore and Rosenberg [156], [89] 
shows that a Lie group G for which G/Gr3id has finite centers is Type 
T if and only if it belongs to [TJ. In [156] the restriction on the center 
of G/Grdid in the above theorem is shown to be essential by considering 
the covering group of SL(2, R). Hence for almost connected groups 
[Type T] and [Tx] are closely related but not identical. 
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